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Hartigan announces bid for govemor
By John Walblay
Staff Writer

Illinois Attorney General
Neil Hartigan annGUnced his
candidacy for the 1990
governor's race in a sm::.il
cla:,sro&m atSl1J-C 'f11esday.
H.. rtigan outlinEd his plans
for hiS rol{> as gove!11or of
Illinois ::.tre3Sing education,
taxes. ,-<:source utilization and
plans for the elQ"rly with a
pUIl-no-punches format.
"Our next governo:- can't
olav it fafe," Hartigan said.
"He mast move blC'yond
politics to get state governmer,! moving forward. I'm
read,
to accept the
cm: lIer,ge. "
Hartig.. " said his decision to
.. nnounce his calididacy :or
governor in the Southern
Illinois area was a toagn on~,
but that he had given his word
he would five years earlier, the
last time he ran for governor.
"I [aid that if I ever did get
the ctlanee again I'd ~ome
here. I'm back ilere, and 1'1:
tell you one more thing a!..«It
Southern Illin&is, ihe clay of the
inauguration, I'll be in

the classroom to stress the
needs of education, which he
said he would put at the top of
his lli;tof priorities.
"If kids don't have the basic
skills, they don't have a
chance':' Hartigan said.
.
Har~g~n keyed on the!Dcongruities between tax IDcreases and the condition of
education within the state.
"Tbe state's priorities have
been absolutely backwards,
the
waste
and
the
mismanagement. have be<>.n
staggering," he said. "Twenty
tax increases in the last 12
yf'ars. and we have the worst
e....cation system?"
bl'rtigan said two of his
priorities 'Vould be to target
tax incre8ses within the state
t;c..venunent and to create an
"action agenda," which he
called the "state government's
blueprint for the '90s."
"I'm gving to end the cycle
. of tax and spend, tax and
Nell Partigan speaks at his fun~ralser Monday night In the spend, tax and spend," he said.
"I will make government more
Student Center.
Sprin!1'field for part of that
At the conference, in accountable to you and the
day, but I'll be in Southern Technology Building A, ~:Ikrs~!. spends your tax
IllinoL that day. too."
Hartigan used the setting of

He said education would be
at the top of his action agenda,
but saia he would not support
the current two-year, 20
percent tax increase, which
recently received approval
from Gov. James R. Tbom~
son, unless improvement is
L ~en in the schools within the
next two years.
See HARllGAN, Page 6

Gus sa1s he wonders if
Hartigan can get H right the
second time around.

SIU to receive 11.2 percent' European reunification
increase il) ~u~~ionfunding . possible, Bush states
By Lisa Miller
Sta\1Vvr1\er

After a stormy year for
higher education, SIUwill
recei·le $232.8 million for the
199Q fiscal year, an 11.2 percent increase from last year,
This mealls $164.8 million for
the Carbondalf> campus, $66.1
million for the Edwardsville
campus and $2 million for
central administration - the
chancellor's office.
Donald Wilson, vice chancellor for financial affairs,
:.airi he was pleased with the
amount of money SIU
received.

"We could have had an
additional $17 to $22 million if
sm would have elected to
raise their tuition this fall,"
Wilson said. "We want to keep
the tuiLon low for the students
and, at the same tim!"., provide
a quality education."
So far, SIU has been able to
do just that, he said.
"We're providing a Ca<iillac
education for a Chevy price,"
Wilson said.
Funding for SIU came from
the general revenue fund, an
education assistance fuLd and
a universities income fund.
The general revenue fund
provided $162.7 million for

SID. Wi!son said this fund

consisted of general revenue
from the state and gave
Carbondale $133.5 million,
Edwardsville $47.2 million and
central adm.iJllstration $1.8
million.
The education assistance
fund contributed $10.8 million
to SIU. This money: comes
:rom the tw()-year income tax
increase, Wilson said.
"It's frightening to think
that in two years we might
have to resort to raising our
tuition to meet our budget,"
Wilson said.

wASlliNd~,()N (WI) ~
President Busb returned to
Washington Tuesday from a
journey to assess flI'Sthand
the cbanges in Eastern
Europe and declared it is
now ~'lSSible to end the
divbi.:m (( the continent "in
our lifeline."
Speaki,'g to a ceremony
on the suu>"y South Lawn of
the White House, Bush
reveled in an enthusiastic
welcome and reiterated the
themes of change and
cooperation he stressed
while touring behind t.ile

Iron Curtain.
Ending a four-nati'Jll, 10day journey that also took
him to hIS first economic
summit, Bush said, "We all
came away with a genuine
feeling of genuine change"
in Poland and Hungary, two
nations he sought to encourage as they test the
limits .of the policies of
glasnost and perestroika
promoted by Soviet
President Mikhail Gornachev.
See BUSH, Page 6

See INCREASE, Page 6

Ne'"" BAS director plans expansions in program
By Mlckl Oelhaute McGowan
SlaffWriter

A former researcher and
educator from the University
of Rochester named director of
Black American Studies says
she will work to expand the
existing program.
Christina Brinkley-Carter,
BAS director, said the
program will begin expanding
its course selections in thE' fall

l1a~igandisrosse~ • .
p~ge19

LeMqnd holds lead
jnTourdef=l7Ml~

. . ;ti.$pcrr~ 20.

academic program.
Brinkley~arter

said she
hopes BAS eventually will
beeome a program of multicultural studies with all
students participaUng in at
least one course.
"You cannot be a college
graduate, you cannot c;lll
yourseH educated, apd be
unaware of the richness rlour
cultural diversity," she said.

Brinkley-Cf'rter, who has
traveled to Sierra Leone,
Thlliland, Bangledesb and the
Philippines pursuing research,
stresses the importance of
muiti--cu!tural under3taoding.

University and received a
doctorate in 1m from Princeton Unive!Sity_
Also named ~ the BAS
faculty is Julius E. Thanpson,
who taught during the past
school year as a Visiting
"You ought to know who professor in African and AfroAmerican
studies at the
lives around the corner from
University of Rochester.
you," she said:

Brinkley-Carter attended
graduate school at Temple

SaeOlRECTOR,Page6 .

Council denies apPeal for house relocation

Tbi~1\1:orr..mg
dverbba~gambling

and continue adding classes
throughout the spring.
.
Eight basic BAS courses will
be taught this fall.
The associate and certificate
options in BAS will continue to
exist, Brinkley~arter said,
but added that she hopes to
iP.stitute a four-year degree
option as well..
The University's Scales
Committet> will review BAS
and suggest guidelines for the

"

.dividuals who signed the
115-117 S. Forest st.
Despite a memo from code petition."
enforcement
director
Morris
Fisher indicated that ttI~
The City Council Tuesdav.
stating "I see no House's present locatio~ on
honored the requeSt of South McDaniel
technical
reason
why
the
Forest Street residents by structure (house) should not Oakland Street is in the path of
the planned east-west couple
denying landlord Henry be
to the proposed and a city official noled the
Fi:>her's appeal to move a site,"moved
the
council
sided
with
IllinoiS
Department of
house into their neighborhood.
the South Forest Street
gives inThe council voted ~ to deny residents and the city Transportation
hOuses ratht,r
centives
to
move
Fisher and affirm City manager.
than tear them down.
Manager Sleve Hoffner's
Fisher's spokesman, Craig
decision to prevent the moving
Councilman John Yow said:
of a house from 208 S. Oakland "I feel this council has the Reeves, rejected the idea that
Ave. to property he owns at obligation to h?nor these in- Fisher should be denied theBy Richard Goldstein

StaffWriler

use of this property because ~
pa::.t code violations anti the
objf'.Ction of the house's wouldbe neighbors. He said Fisher
. shouldn't be prevented from
moving the house in anticipation of future city code
violations.
In Hoffner's background
information to ·the council 'he
stated that Fisher would have
recourse in the Jackson
County Circuit Court. if denied
by the council.

.~.-'.'.~>I.,.~

Gourmet
Coffees

Mon-Sat 11-2:30

ALL YOU CAN EAT LUNrn Bill'FET $3.95*
WEDNESDAY DINNER BUFFET . $4~~5*

"*

Bring in This Ad (or A Free Soft Drink.

1206 S. Wall 457-4i!Qj
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In-Dash AM/FMiCD Yaayer

• built in amplifier

• 15 watts per .nannel
Eastgate Shopping Center carbondale
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"tale Smolcers \Vanted..•

Trea: yourself & )'OW"
guests 10 our rich,
llavorlli. aromalic
coHees. Perfect for iced
coIIoe on hot summer
days.

TOBAC~NISTS
4OI-2Oi

1.18WIll . . . .
CIrIIIIIIWI
I'Imto!htafc!Amtm~

-~

Heart Attack. I
Fight it with a
Memorial gift to
the American
Heart Association.
lliEAMERlCAN HEART

ASSOCIATION

for a study of the physiological and
psychological effects of Cigarette smoking.

despite committee's request
MOSCOW (UP!) - striking Ukrainian mi.Ders Tuesday expanded their walkout to 39 mines and 110,000 Siberian miners
rejected their strike committee's request to return to work,
costing the world's largest coal producer millions of dollars. It
was the most protracted labor unrest since Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbacbev assumed power in 1985. Senior Communist party and
government officials negotiated with strikers nearly around the
clc.dt in feverish efforts to end tn, walkouls over higher wages
and ~tte.r living and working condhions.
.

Talks in Panama end; U.S. mediators called
PANAMA CITY, Panama (UPl) - Four mediators from the
Organization of American Sbltes left for Washington Tuesday
after two days of inconclusive talks between the U.S.·backed
oppositil)Jl znd Gen. Manuel Antonio Noriega's government. The
rare f;;;~-lo-face talks Sunday and Monday were recessed to
abow opposition leaders to carry out consultations aimed at
resolving Panama's ongoing political crisis.

MH IORJAL PR(f'.RAM.

~

We will pay $20-$140

IRA says it killed SUE peeted police informer
BELFAST, Northern Ireland (UPI) - Police found the body of
an alleged police informer believed slain by the IRA near the
lrisb Republic and cordoned off the area foc fear the corpse may
be booby-trapped, aUUllJi1ties said Tuesday. The body was
spotted on a biidge only yards from the Irish Republic in the
reD!oI.e CO'.mtryside of South Armagh as an intensive search was
under way by police on both sides of the border for a wealthy
Shipping magnate kidnapped Monday.

for 3 to 6 morning sessions.
Must be 21-35 years old, 150-190 Ibs.•

Call SIU-C Psych Dept; 536-2301
111.1 •••• "111'" .il ••• I I ••• I I I . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 111 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Russian strikers continue

.

Report requests home visits to all mothers

American Heart ~.'~'
..
Association

V

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The National Commission to Prevent
Infant Mortality issued a report Tuesday calling for a nationwide
home visiting program for pregnant women, saying millbns of
babies are endangered each year because their mothers go
without adequate medical care. "Babies are dying in America at
the rate of 40,000 per-year and we can make a serious dent in the
problem with workers that go into higtrrisk homes and intervene
to p~t a crisis," said former Sen. Lawton Chiles of Florida,
chairman of the commission, established by Congress in lSil6.

0-

BIlCI' - TO • CAl\~PUS
EDITIOrJ
30,000 ISSUES

' -

Aid involving ~I!erseas dormitories disputed
. WASHINGTON (UP!) - Two members of Congress have held
up a foreign assistance disbu:."SeDlent, saying it violates U.s.law
by funding Jewish schools it Israel, bUt the ~,~, Agency ~or,
International Development saia TuesdaX the ald IS legal - Illvolving only dormitorief.. Rep. 1« Hamilton, D-Ind., and Da rid
Obey, D-Wis., have put a "hold" ().J disubursements for 1; $35
million program fOl' American Schools and Hospitals Abr-;.ad.

Group seeks to reopen Chappaquiddick case
EDGARTOWN, Mass. (UP!) - I.,(,aders of a conservative
legal foundation stood Tuesday alongside the bridge that Sen.
Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., drove off 20 yE:arS ago and vowed to
seek a new probe of "one of the nation's longest-nmning political
coverups." Members of the United States Justice Foundation
said they would use recently uncovered evidence and statements
to investigate whether there was a coverup in the prosecution of
Kennedy for his role in the July 18, 1969, accident at Chappaquiddick.
~

3 Sections
Available
*Campus
*Entertainment
*Sports & Activities

. ~...$ ;.'
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The Daily Egyptian has established an accuracy desk. H readeIS spot
an error they can call 536-3311. extension 233 or 229.

Robert Cundiff i~ a civil service employee working as a word
processing operni:ir in the finance department. Kirsten Cundiff
is a civil service emJiloyee working for the University as a
transcribing secretary. This information was incorrectly
reported in the Friday, July 7 edition of the Daily Egyptian.
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Students easy targets

for 'Camc)'ooale'cril,i'e '
By Richard Goldstein
Staff Writer

.,

Locks, qeadbolts

Burglars abound in Carbondale. _ _..1---.-.-_
Or so it would seem from the
average 308 burglaries
reported to the Carbondale
Police Department each year
Here's. some advice
since li179.
from the Carbondale
Police Department on
But Larry Hill, commander
'Of police investigations, said
how to avoid becoming
that a ~"people can be
- ::levictimofaburglary:
respo".sible for a large number
Put locks on aU doors
of burglaries..·'.:_:, .
and wfililews, deadbolt
• .~ ..
Hill said that last fall over a
- locks on doors.
.
45-day period .there were 70
Wh I '
tri
burglaries reported and two
. en eavrng on a ~,
use timers on lights and
~tE!~~~~ :ir~~of:e;:
radios which switch them
on and off. These give the
eventually caught and conappearance that the
Danin Stear!l!,)UPie?'" InaccoLl1tlng, rinses off his car at the carwash on East Grand Averue.
'
dwelling is being lived in.
vic ted.
The 1988 total for burglaries
Use' the Carbondale
was 428, up from 232 for 1987.
Police Department
Carbondale. Hill said. is
Hoqse Watch Program.
prime burglar. country
Officers wiD periodically
becaUlie of the high tranSient
monitor the dwelling,
studedkontent of the town.
making sure doors and
- "U's (Carbondale) £ot
windows are secure.
~erything going against it
Also,
make
arrangements so that
By Irene Oploh
a course on Fourier Anal~is sciences, according to ~~~a:~. comes to burglary,"
Staff Writer
for two consecutive summers. . Kammler.
Hill said student behavior is
~~dssm'!~a:dt ;n= ~J!
The five-day intensive
The basic idea behind
not accumulate.
Many people enjoy the crisp, course will introduce 18 college Fourier analysis is that a boon to aspiring burglars
because of its predictability , 1------------'
clear sound of a compact disc mathematics teachers to this complex wave forms can be and
lack of cohesiveness.
synthesized by combining
player, but few understand the branch of mathematics.
technol.o&.¥.:.. or disciPli.nes
.
. Simple sinusoids, as is done in
Because studenL.u:e familiar people in their
. wbicb.·. .iJ:'b:ehiBd':·lbe·· ',. "The' goal is to stimulate a modern music synthesizer, generally not home duJl!fig·the neighbQJ'liood.
development of such digital each participant to introduce a Kammler said.
day, often leave during breaks
Students also own the things
devices.
m()(lern introductory course in
nd
0 d 't ha good that burglars want, HiD said,
·th th
'd of U'
'ty Fourier analysis at his or ber
Fourier analysis also helped a genera Y on
ve
1
e al
a mversl
make possible the detection of locks for thelr~rs, they are such as stereos, which c~.;!
thematics professor, home institution," Kammler
f
urgla
Hill easily be sold for cash.
underground explosions, the '. sa
ea:>Y
rs,
college students could gain sa]'d
d. prey 0
vital knowle14 ~ in a branch of
FOurier analysis was in- discovery of oil and natural
]
Hill said burglary in Carmathematics which belped vented nearly two centuries gas, the discovery of the
Students tend not to be bondale and in otber areas is
maketbisaOO.,tiIerinventions ago
by
the French structure. of DNA aDd otber familiar with their neighbors linked directly to the drug
possible.
mathematician-physicist Jos- technologIcal advances.
or have set patterns of trade. People without money
The National Science eph Fourier, and is inThe course will run Aug. 7 to movement. Therefore, Hill and addicted to drugs will steal'
, .. ~~t:ml\'~T~·,.;said; Jleigbborsare not likely so they have money~':
Foundation has granted David dispen('
W.Kammler$67,OOOtoconduct physical and t'lgineering Nature Environmental Center. to report to the police un- to buy more drugs, HiD said.

and timers -could
prevent burglary

Clean machine

18 college mathematics teachers
to attend Fourier'Analysis course

~

St~dent Programming t;,oune.il

Syzygy
(Jazz-Fusion)
THURSDAY, July 20
7:00pm
Turley Park

"'lP.»

This is 1he. Beach Party
orthe Summer.
Brought to you by:
~PC Travel & kecreation &
the Student Rec. Center.

JULy 28
'FEST!VAL Ol'l'OLKHEROES
AI.l. FILMS SIIt)WN IN TilE Slllm:NT
CENU:H ALJlJITOI~IUM AT
~
5:15ANU7:151'M
~

ADMISSION $1.00
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Opinion & CommentarY
Student Editor-in-Chief, Kimberly Clarke; Editorial Page Editor, Daniel
Wallenberg; Associate Editorial Page Editor, Alicia Hill; Acting Managing
Editor, Wanda Harris.

Farewell to Holmes;
actress and scholar
ACTRESS IS definitely not a tenn strong enough to
describe the talents of Shirlene Holmes.
When a woman speaks the lines that someone dse has
written, and expresses the ideas that have originated in the
mind of another, she is an actress.
When a woman writes the lines and then perfonns them
she is more than an actress: She is a scholar.
IN 1983 Holmes carne to Carbondale to perfonn "Ain't I
a Woman?" The play is based on the life of an escaped
slave, Sojourner Truth, who was an advocate for justice for
women and blacks in the 1800s.
Six years and several plays later, she performed the play
again, this time as a farewell gif~ to the community. She is
leaving this area to join the speech communication faculty
at Georgia State University.
During her stay here, Holmes has proven herself to be an
advocate for justice for women and blacks much like the
Truth character she ponrayed.

Letters deny oppression of 'Afrikans',
Americans should reflect on freedom

IN ADDITION to writing and pc.rforming plays often
centering on the lives of black women, she has also
published two books of poetry, "Coming into Being" and
As a student of psychology I
"After Peace."
aware that people often use
Her contributions have not gone unnoticed. She has am
denial to avoid facing what they
received several awards including the 1989 NAACP Image don't wantlO see. I see that kind
Award in the Arts, a performance award from the of denial in the three letters that
University'S Speech Communication Department, and an appeared last week in response lO
Michael Pryor's letter discussing
appreciation award from Menard Correctional Facility.
She has been active in local political, church, and the oppr~s3ion of Afrikan
community organizations and has perfonned her plays for Americans.
David Hale says that we are all
senior citizens and schools.
Americans now and tbat the
Afrikan beritage is just a
TO ENSURE the continuation of her contributions after heritage. But even thougb we are
she leaves. Holmt-s has established a theater scholarship at all American in name, we do not
the Uni. . . ersity in the nam~ of Ira Aldridge, an African all enjoy the same opportunities.
tragedian.
. Afrikan Americans, women and
"I believe I'm at a threshold, and every end signals a all other groups are still tbe
victims of social and economic
beginning," Holmes said of her move.
Mr. Hale asks
We would lJce to wish Shirlene Holmes the best as she discrimination.
why Mr. Pryor woo't "just let us
prepares for her new beginning. Her talent and dedication (white people) be your friends?"
have been a welcome contribution at the University.
WebSl&'s definition of a friend

"We're providing a Cadillac education for a Chevy price_" - Donald
Wilson, vice cbancellor (or financial affairs, talking about tbe
University's not raising tuition this year.

Doonesbu 17Y

is "one that seeks the society or
welfare of another wbom be
bolds in affection, respect, or
esteem." IT Mr. Hale really wants
lO live up to that defmition, he
should educate himself rather
than dismissing the current
oppression
of
Afrikan

honest about it you have nOl been
sheltered from the prejudice that
some whites feel lOward Afrikan
Americans. Yet you choose to
address only the prejudice by
Afrikan Americans toward
whites. What happened to your
open mind?
.

Americans.
Finally, Mr. Hale, you accuse
Mr. Pryor of generating hale wim
his pen but you do not explain
bow. Was he generating hate or
just telling a IJUth you Ilidn't want
lObear'?

In anomer letter, Stacey Sikora
C. McClellan states that
an open mind toward everyone" members of me white population
but asks Michael Pryor why be are being held responsible for
stays in this country if be feels actions they had nothing to do
oppressed. It sounds like what . with. Focusing attention solely on
you're saying, Stacey, is that it :what happened in the past and
should be easier for you not to . .going inlO a tedious discussion of
bear tbe views of Micbael and whether Afrika should be spelled
wim a "c" or a "Ie" obfuscates the
people that think as he ~.
Well, I guess that's one aD.<!Wer real issues and denies the
to racism but I thought that in imponance of what Mr. Pryor is
American we tty to change what saying. C McClellan says this is a
we find objectionable by free country. but is it really? It
expressing our views and seems to me that reflecting on
worldng with people who agree that question and what we can do
with us in order lO change laws to make America more free for
and social policy.
all Americans is more paLriotic
Stacey, you say that you have than arguing about whether flag
been sheltered from me prejudice burning should be permitted. that some i.frikan Americans feel Mary
Ann
McM orrow,
lOward whites, bol I bet if you are graduate student in psychology.
claims to be "attempting lO keep

BY GARr. '( TRUDEAU

Editorial Policies

~.7HINK

I5HOlJW
CtMfRff?

"

,

SIgned artIc::Ies, Including leiters, NwpoIr.1S and other
commentaries, refIecI !be opinions of !heir author.
only. Unsigned editorials reprMa1t a ~ 11K.
Oaiy Egyptian 8oani, whose membenI_ the slUd..nt
editor-4rM:hlaf, the editorial page editor, the associala
editorial page editor, a _
staff member, the tacu:1Y
managing editor and a School of Joumafism faculty

0'

member.
leaers to !he editor nwst be submitted dinIdJy to 1he
editorial page editor, Room 1247, Communications
. Building. let1era shouJd be typewritten and double
spaced. AU laWn are subject to editing 8M will '"
limited to 500 words. letters teww 1han 2SO words will
be given prefermc:e for publication. StudenlS must
Idenllfy themselves by cia.. end major, faculty
members by rank and depIir1na1l, IICJIHICademIc SIaIf
by poUIion and deparImenl
l.eaers for which waillcalion of 8UIhorship cannoI be
made will no! be puIUhed. .

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

HOW TO SUJMIT ALETTE'TO TH~ EPJTOR:

"

A.YOU
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Walking on the moor-l;
the 20th anniversary
Faculty remember
working on Apolio
By Tim Crosby

StaffWnter
During one of tHe many interviews
astronaut Neil Armstrong gave in the
past week commemorating the 20th
anniversary of the first men to land on
the moon, he said the Apollo project
was the culmination of the effc~ts of
literally half of a million people,
At least two of those half of a million
people wound up teaching atSIU-C.
William "Ed" Hedden, of the SIU-C
broadcast service, worked as a graphic
artist with top secret clearance for
NASA's Saturn Systems Division at
George C. Marshall Space Flight
Center in Huntsville, Ala.
His job was to make technical
drawings of fuel cells and other parts of
the Saturn V rocket which carried
Armstrong, along with :\lichael Collins
and Edwin Aldrin to the moon July 20,
1969.

one giant leap for mankind'
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The front page of the Daily Egyptian two days after men landed on the moon.

"There was an urgency in
our work. We knew
people's lives depended
on it, and we were going
to solve every prot1em. "
--William Hedden

"We were verv nervous when it went
up. The first tini'e you never know. But
they had run the program in tho;
simulator and it had worked." he said.
Orthwein added that the programs
used for space navigation today are
essentially the same as the one he
wrote for the Apollo progr3m.
"If they go to Mars, tten they'll need
to write a new program," Orthwein
.
said.
"When the Apollo I':-ogram ended, it
was the end oi an era of big funding,"
Hedden, who left the program in 1967,
said. "The money they put into space
now doesn't compare to then."
Hedden said he believes the next
space project should be the permanent
manned space station, even th(lugh it's
long overdue.
"If we had kept up at the rate ~e
were going durin\!, A.pollo, we would
have had the station up there l() years
,ago, " Hedden saiu.
Although presidents John F. Kennedy and Lyndon B. Johnson were
sometimes criticized for putting so
much money into the space program,
Hf'1den said that money was well in-

stw~~:c~dailie decision to use the
Germans in the space program was an
important factor in making the space
program a civilian venture.
"They were keeping these German
scientists out in Texas, not intending to
use them for anything," Hedden said. ve..Led.
at Edwards Air F'orce Base for the "It was only after the military's
landing, she said
rockets kept blowing up did they turn to See MOON, Page 7
Another University faculty member them as a last resort. Zven then there
who has recently worked for NASA is was some resentment."
Nazeith Botros.
ILdden, who had only one year of
Botros. an assistant professor of drafting experience and no college
electronic engineering, worked with degree when he started work,
NASA during the last two summers on described what it was like to work for
the Summer Faculty Fellowship the "Father of the Saturn V."
Program at Johnson Space Center in
"Thue was an urgency in our work.
Houston, Texas. The group studied We knew people's lives depended 011 it,
voice recognition systems for com- and we were going to solve every
puter and other hardware during the problem. There was a new problem
1!!87 session. In 1988 they studied the everyday.
applications
of
"There were so many unbelievable
neural networks to difficulties to overcome," Hedden said.
the system.
"We weren't really ready to go to the
It was JUSt an astronomical task.
"Voice recognit- moon.
"Everybody worked overtime. Once
I worked triple time and a half on
Christmas day," Hedden remembered.
\I!ith this heavy work load, Hedden
said people needed to get away from
. the pressures now and then.
.
We used tofly,down to 'Cape Carni\'1il: .as'., we ;called it," be said, _
referTirig lethe Cape Canaveral launch
site ·in' Florida: ....Everybody partied
hard when they got the chance. It was a
great way to blow off steam."
Such systems also
Hedden said be and the people who
would work well in worked on "tbe'bird't were probably
weightless
pnd
more anxious 1haJ:t UJe average person
bazardous
en,
",
during the flight. •
vironments,
he
"You always thought to yourself,'If
said.
they get killed or stranded, just don't
let it be something I worked on.' We
Botros, who is originaly from Eygpt, " were aU very· tense, and extremely
remembered where he was when relieved when everyt4ing went well,"
Apollo 11 landed on the moon.
hesaid. _ "
"I was doing l"..search in Holland,"
Another University professor who
he said. "It W:aii very interesting. We
helped
lay the groundwork for the
watched it on television in the lab. I
don't think anybody did anything else voyage to the moon was William Orthwei'l.
for about an h<r.u-."
Orthwein, a professor of mechanical
After coming to the United States in
engineering, helped design the long1978. Botros studied at the University
of Oklahoma befG·e coming to SIU-C in term memorv of the on-board com- Graphk.~ by Mary Ann Rulledge
puter while wOrking for mM.
1985.

University faculty participate

in the contin~ing space race
By Tim Crosby
Staff Writer
Although Apollo 11 is 20 years behind
us, some University facuity are staying
active in the space program.
James Ferraro, an assistant
professor of physiology, is rehearsing
an experiment with the crew of the
space shuttle Columbia in Moffitt
Field, Calif. The experiment is to ride
aboard the shuttle Der.. 18.
Ferraro's wife Leslie said personal
satisfaction is one reason for her
husband's work.
"Jim really loves
his work." she said.
"He usually works
six-day weeks about
12 hours a day."
Ferraro. who
couldn't be reached
for
,comment
Tuesday, bad a
previous
experiment also go up
aboard a shuttle.
His wife said it
wasn't until he was
doing his postgraduate work at
State University of
New York (SUNY)
that be considered
using the space
program as a
means for research.
"He worked for Dr. Frank Sulzman
while at SUNY," Ferraro said. " ....rank
did research for NASA and got Jim
involved in it. "
During the upcoming flight, Ferraro
will be required to travel througbout
the country in correspondence with
varicus stages of the experiment.
"He's required to be in Florida for
the launch" and in Houston during the
flight and the experiment," his wife
explained. He also will be in CaJ;fornia

"Engineers would come up with new
ways to improve the rocket. The artist
would sit down with the engineer and
find out what he wanted and make a
drawing of it," Hedden explained.
"Then we would make a model for the
wind tunnel to find out if it would work
hefon we spent much time or money
01; it."
Hedden worked directly under
Wernher Von Braun. a German
scientist who was captured by the
allies near the end of World War II. Von
Braun was the scientist behind the
deadly V-2 missile that terrorized
British cities during the war with its

"'L.~ computer used a rotating drum
for memory instead of a rotating disc
like today. I worked on the drum,"
Orthwein expl£ ined.
In addition to this, Orthwein wrote
the program that controlled the ship's
trajectory on the way to und from the
moon.
Although he left the program shortly
before the compl:ters were finished,
Orthwein descrihed the work as "very
mteresting."
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Report shows trade deficit up $2 billion in May
WASHINGTON (UPI>·The nation's trade deficit shot
up $2 billion in May to $10.24
billion as imp'Jrts rose to a
record high and exports
dropped slightly, the government reported Tuesday.
A moderate increase in the
shortfall had· been widely
.~xpected by financial markets
after the deficIt fell to $8.28
billion in April, the lowest level
since Deeember 1984.
•
Bt.t Tuesday's. report was
significantly higher than the
general pl'edictions of a
monthly defiCit bet\ueen $8.5

~USH,

billion and $9.5 billion.
The Commeree Department
said exports were off on.ly
slightly in May to $30.47 billion
from April's record $30.75
billion but imports increased
to $40.7 billion from April's
level of $39.04 billion. The
import figure topped the
monthly record of $39.67 billion
set in December.
The monthly deficit was
about $1.5 billion }'I'orse than in
May 1988 when it :;tood at $8.69
billion but the overall shortfall
so far this year of $46.28 billion
was an improvement on the

$49.56 billion deficit for the
first five months of 1988.
If this year's trend continues, the 1989 deficit will be
$111.1 billion, compared with
$118.52 billion in 1988.
T~easury
Secretary
Nicbolas Brady played down
the negative report, calling it a
fluctuation in what has been a
downward trend in the deficit
since last year.
"Exports are continuing at a
very satisfactory rate and that.
is the key," Brady said,
predicting that the deficit will
be lower this year than last.

"We can't look af one month
and become mezmerized by
that."
Commerce Secretary R.>bert
Mosbacher called the report
"disappointing" but said the
export figure was a good sign
that American companies are
expanding abroad. .
"Taking the longer view, the
progress for the first five
months of the year is more.
satisfactory than the Single
May statistic," Mosbacher
s81ct. "Exports l'egis~ a 15
percent increase for the first

containment, to end the
division of Europe, to make
that continent truly whole and
freP."
The president, who staked
out a position as leader of the
Western aliies in responding to
the political change driven by
Gorbachev, flew borne from
the Netherlands, where he was

:!::~~ ~i~~ki~~~~.nt evt:r to
Bush was marking the end of

his first six months in office
Tuesday and when asked how
he felt, replied, "You're asking
:me on a good day. Ask me
tomorrow when we go back
and - wrestle with those
domestic problems."
While in Europe, Bush
stressed he was witnessing
change, not trying to foment it,
and also noted he was the "nEW
kid" at the economic summi~.
Nonetheless, one clear signal

INCREASE, from Page 1 - - The genert'i revenue fU!ld
will provide Carbondale W.lth
$7.5 million and EdwardsVllle
with $3.2 million. $114,100 goes
to administration.
The universities income fund
is money that the state expects
each illinois university to
provide. This fund g~ve $59.3
million to sm. It llTovldes $43.8
million for Carbondale and
$15.4 for Edwardsville. No
money from this fund was
given to central administration.
Wilson said the universities
income funtt was where the
tigure could have 00en higher
if a tuition incre:i:.a was_
established.
"It's hard to tell when the
tuition will go up again,"
Wilson said. "It could possibly

go up within the next two years
when the income tax increase
expires."
About 15 programs at SIU-C
will get additional funding.
The programs include:
• $54,000 for the Ph.D
program in engineering,
• $270,000 for molecular
biology,
• $88,200 for the Renewal
Institute,
• $206,000 for s~ech
communication,
• $125,600 for electrical
engineering,
• $329,000 for the Advancement of Minority ParticipationJ>rogam,
• $150,000 for toe College of
"'achnical Careers,
• $91,00 for the master's
pr~m in manufacturing

syStems,
• $175,000 for the Undergraduate Review and
Assessment program,
• $134,500 for the master's
degree program in public
affairs with the concentration
in avaition administration,
• $396,400 for computing
resources,
• $721,800 for the family
practice satellite residency
program,

• $350,000 for the Staff
Support. Program for the
School of Medicine and $40,500
for the Pharmacology
Graduate PrOgram.. ,
The colleges and programs
receiving the money were not
willing to speculate how they
will use the money.

HARllGAN, from Page 1 "I supported the temporary
income tax surcharge for
education for one reason," he
said. "New funds were
desperately needed for
education and the proposal
mandated that 50 percent of all
new revenues go directly to the
education fund."
While a handful of antiabortion protestors circled
outside the Technology
Building, Hartigan addressed..

"The deficit worsened for l'li
·the worst reasons," said Alien
Sinai, chief economist with
T~1e Boston Co., an investment
management and consulting
concern in New York. "The.
huge increase in imports indicates that Amer..:ans are
still buying foreign goods
heav~y.".

-~~--~~~

from Page 1

Describing what he called
the hIghlights of the visit, Bush
said, "Everywhere in
Warsaw,
Gdansk and
Budapest, among the leaders
of the summit nations, in the
Netherlands - I found an
enormous amount of excitement. Excitement at the
times in which we are living
and the possiblities .they offer.
The chance we have, in our
lifetime, i:o move beyond ~

five months Of the year, while
imports grew by 9 percent. "
Analysts said the increase :n
the deficit highlights the
problems in trying to reduce
the deficit.

his stance on the the issue.
"I think that I have the right
to my conscience, to make the
choices I believe in. .•and,
frankly, I think everyone else
does, he said.
"So I strongly support the
f!onstitutional right to
privacy."
Hartigan said he wasn't sure
what his opposition would be in
!he race for the governor's
seat.

DIRECTOR,
fromPage1~
Thompson also taught
at the State University of
New York-Albany from
1983 to 1988, and was ~
Fulbright Exchange
Scholar in Zimbabwe in

to emerge during his 9,OOO-mile
trip was that East-West
relations, subjected to a
lengthy review at the outset of
his presidency, have risen to
the top of a still-evolving
foreign policy agenda.
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Thompson will assume
his position Aug. 21.
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High school;' students tend to research at SIU-C
By Jackie Lay
StaHWrlter

Eight iDinOrity area high
school students will be ahead
of their classmates and even
some undergraduate and
graduate students after
completing their summer
apprenticeships to researchers
at the University, James
McAfee!:'''itl.
McAff'l: is a graduate
student in biological scit:nces
who works with one student,
Neelima Reddy.
"A lot of resealch is like

cooking in a kitchen," McAfee
said, adding that he might
write out a recipe and let the'
student use the knowl~...g~ of
the equipment to follow the
directions.
.
Reddy,whowillbeatielldin.g
the University of nlinois in the
fall, ill J'esP.arching an arche
bacterium called 'Fulfolobuf
solfatarieuf,' under the
direction nf John Shriver,
associate profeF..sor in bi~

chance to in high school," she
said.
All of the students have
bopes for a scientific or a
medical career.
The program, which beglP1
today.willallowthestudents;
to spend ,~ight weeks in SIU-C
laboratories helping investigaw such diverse topics
as biological clocks in
breadmold, reproduction in
woodchucks and language
chemistry.
- deve1opmentinsmallchildren.
"It's all pretty interesting.
Research
professors
We're learning a lot of new designed individual job
things that I didn't get a descriptions for apprentices.

Method of weatherproofing hay
pr()ves effective, re~archers say
By Chrlatine Broda
StaffWnter

. The results are in on
"Ba}ebo-':ter."
Thi:.. ..D)·beaD-based material
has been researched by
members of the SIU-C College
of Agriculture.
This semi-solid covering,
which takes its name because
of the peanutbutter-like
consistency of the material,
was spread onto several bales
of hay to weatherproof them
last June.
"The possibilities of
developing an edible protective bale covering from
agriculturally-based ingredients provided the incentive to
test this rroduct," Owen R.
Smith 0 the College of
Agriculture, said.
'rbe findings were optimistic
for the Balebutter, according
tobotbSmilhandtheresultsof
the study.
.
The covering weathered well
throughout the storage period.
It was Dot adversely alfeded
by rain or wind. The application method used was·
acceptable but not ideal in that,
it left some boles through
which water could enter into
tbehay,Smithsaid.
At present, plastic sheets are
commonly ~ as protective

covers. These are sometimes
bard and time consuming. to
apply and often blow off in
storms. The used. and
damaged bale cOvers, usually
plastic, are (tf no value .once
destroyed aoc. become a waste
product that is difficult to
dispose of, Smith j;aid.

"The cows were our
toughest customers.
If they wouldn't eat
it, it wouldn't be any
good.-Owen R. Smith

There' were no Significant
differences in quality among
tr ted
d
treated
ea
an un
or
~::~ : : : ~:-nc~
grass bay, good bale construction and Off-ground
storage may have contributed
to the lack of treatment effeets, Smith said.
"Thet':owswereourtoughest
:c:ustom~rs," Smith said. "U
they wouldn't eat it, it wouldn't
be any good."
The findings confll'D'led that
cattle will eat the Balebutter
covP..riog, Smith said. "They
neither preferred nor avoided

the Balebutter."
The original product was

~~~ blll.~~bo ~!~~

the ~prayable, edible
protective
covering,
which
consists
primarily
of lime
and

soy
acidulatedsoal'f:olOck.
Subsequent
testing and
development assistance was
provided by the State of Illinois
through the Technology
Commercialization Center at
SIU-C and through the Illinois
Soybean 0P.2rating Board.
"I think It represents the use
of an IJgriculwralproduct,
soybean oil, usually an output
of the farm as an input !nste,ad of baving to buy
something we're able to use
what we have," Smith said.
Smith said morP research
needs ta be cor..iucted OIl the
nutrient value of the
Balebutter because their
sample was to.J small to get
good statistical data.
The researchers, aU from
the sm College of Agricu.lture,
in the p'roject consist of: Owen
R. Smlfh, assistant professor;
Robert Wolff, professor;
Robert N. lItis, graduate
research assi.:;tant; Anthony
W. Yeung, professor and
associate dean for research;
and Harold D. Woody,
professor.

MOqN,from Page 5 - - - - "The money y'ou put toward
curing social ills disappears
and then what have you got?
Kennedy understood that. He
understood that the knowledge
would help the economy,"
Hedden said.

"I think that's the sign of a

true leader. When they put
forth a challenge that may
even be impossible. It pulled
the nation together," he said.
"The people that put us on
moon were everyday,
common·sense·type craftsmen," Hedden said, ex·
plaining that there is often a
misconception on this point.
"They' were very much
the

Hedden said President
Kennedy's· challenge to the
nation to go to the moon
demonstr.. ted his leadersbip
ability.
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"What Apollo showed us is
that anything Americans want
to achieve, they can achi,~ve:'
Hedden said. "It showed that
this is truly a countrj of the
people. What the government
wants is secondary to the will
of the people."
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'The Qukk Lunch"

FuJI land
For people on the go - - Perfec:t for 30 minute lund! breaks

(

slices of embedded tissues."
Lymphatic nodulf3 have to
do wIth the immune system
usually found in adult mice,
according to Gallaher.
Gallaher said that aftJaanalyzing 30- and 54).day-old
mice, he finally fOUD'J the
nodules in mice that w.::re 90days-old. NO\\' be must write
about his discovery.
Some of the duties involved
with the 30 hour a week job
include: lab set up, tissue
preparation, blood sampling,
data collection and computer
analysis work.

average Americans. There
wasn't room for anyone who
thought they were special. It
was a total team effort."

()

,

Some job descriptions range
from comput2rizing brain
waves with babies to
predicting
language
development and sending an
expertmentintospace.
Greg Gallaher, an lopprentice who plans to go into
medicine, is researching
lymphatic nodules in mouse
vaginas. He said that it is a
good learning experience and
takf'S a lot 01 getting use to.
"In my biology class in high
school 1 didn't have to deal
with a microtome (a knife),"
he said. "It cuts very thin

M01uiay-:JrUfay 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Saturaay & Sunc£ay 11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
t£nj01 Our N!w
12 ITEM L V3{C:Jl 'l3rz1!J!J(EfI
1'eaturing 'Different varitics e'l-Ieryaay . $3.99
WE ALSO HAVE DAllY LUNCH SPECIALS from $1.99

Served 1 t a.m. - 4 p.m.
_ - - . . , 1236 E. Main, K-Mart PIaz.l. c.vbondaJe· 451-8184
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Prominent Chinese joumalist
arrested in relation to protest
BEIJING <UPI) - China's
most prominent female
journalist was arrested after
her apartment was ransacked
for evidence of her role in the
pro-democracy protests,
Chinese sources said Tuesday.
Authorities also reported the
arrest of a student activist who
bad studied in the United
States.
The official media reported
a ban on more than 60
categories of book:: and
periodica Is considered
"pornographic, superstitious
or 'iloJent" in a widening
crackdown on publications in
response to the 7-week
democracy movement.
The move is !llso the latest
by Chinese authorities in a
campaign to stamp out
Western influen.:es, blamed
for the recent prote:>ts.
Japan Air Lmes, meanwhile,
said it has received a letter.

from a previousiy unknown
group threatening to kill two
Japanese every month
because of Tokyo's economic
cooperation with China despite
the army's brutal surpression
of the student-led movement
demanding greater political
freedom.
Thi! arrested journalist, Dai
Qing, a writer for the official
Guangming Daily and the
most prominent female
reporter in China, is believed
to be one of the first targets in
a crackdown on journalists
who joined stud~nt demonstrators in the protests.
The Chinese sources said the
government has sent "work
organizations" to monitor aU
newspapers and has prepared
an "~tensive list" of journalists targeted for arrest for
their role in the movement.
Dai was arrested last

A Palestinian from the Gus
Strip Nuseirat refugee camp
caused the crash by grabbing
the steering wheel and sending -

57 •. whose ~~ition ~ins
senous but IS ~prl'VlDg, the
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remain M>PitalizJ~::::'=
an American, Ariell Yardeni,

sJl:Okeswoman said.
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SKA Positions Available
SRA positions for Fall '89 in

Levine was on a six-month
leave of absence from ber job
as a public defender to learn
Hebrew and to take a law
course in Israel, her sister,
Joan, told reporters last week:.
Abed al-Hadi Ghneim, 25,
wbo also was injured in the
crash, reportedly planned and
carried out the attack to
avenge the shooting of a friend
and beatings of him and' his

University Park available.
Please contact: Leonard Jones
Coordinator of Residence Life
University Park at 453·3318

Application deadline July 21st

>Tres .
HOll)tires

family by Israeli soldiers.

JIaicae ____

Sir.ce the start 0( the 19uwntlHMdPahsuruanuprising
against the Israeli occupation
of the West Bank and Gaza
Strip, 35 Israelis and at least
543 Palestinians have been
k.illed.

MARGARITA

WEDNESDAY

(with fresh squeezed Lime Juice)
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defends new minister

$1.50
All Other Margaritas

financial cost" unauthorized
by the customs house.
Menem said in a radio interview Tuesday morning that
Rapanelli had proof he was
"totally absolved" of
wrongdoing by Venezuelan
authorities in 1985.

"The first one to tell me
about this situation was
minister Rapaneili," Menem
said. "He was a little upset and
bitter, but steady. This information is going to end up in
the same place as aU lies:·
buried by the truth."
rue scandal could nat come
at a worse time for the ll-dayold Menem administration.
On Friday Economy
Minister Miguel Roig, like
RapaneUi a former executive
of the Bunge & Born grain
conglomerate, died of a sudden
beart-attl.lck.
Rapanelli succeeded him the
next day and concluded a
voluntary price control
agreement Monday night with
350 leading businessmen in a
move to turn back hyperinflation, now running at over
200 percent a month.

, ..!
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.,

6 - close
Yucatan Margaritas

"We are going to defend him
..tally," he said.
Menem blamed the scandal
on "a confron~tion between
different political sectors in
Venezuela," and he said it
would "not in the slightest way
affect the functions of
government. "

::"':::
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::','

Argentinean president
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina
<UPI) - President Carlos
Menem defended his newly
appointed economy minister
Tuesday from charges he was
involved in a Venezuelan
foreign exchange scandal,
blaming the allegations on
political infighting.
Caracas
newspapers
reported Tuesday that on May
26 Venezuelan Judge Luis
Guillermo la Riva Lope~
issued an arrest order for new
Argentine Economy Minister
Nestor Rapanelli and eight
others wanted for investigation on charges of
misrepresentil;g dollar values
of imports in order to get more
foreign exchange from the
Central Bank.
The procedure is known as
"overbilling" and is common
in South America, where
foreign exchange controls
frequently are evaded.
Venezuelan newspapers
gave the case large headlines
Tuesday.
"New Argentine economy
minister is a fugitive from
Venezuelan justice," said the
headline of the Caracas
newspaper Ultima Hora.
A legal document published
by newspapers in Caracas said
that while Rapanelli was
director
general
of
Gramoiven, a Caracas grain
importing company, the firm
made $5 million in foreign
exchange, justifying the
operation because of "a

.
.

;>

1st U.S. fatality in Israeli bus attack
the bus into a ravine on the
Jerusalem-TelAvivbigbway.
The incident, the deadliest in
Israel since 1978, OlItraged
Israelis and triggered revenge
attacks against Arabs.
Levine, who suffered
multiple fractures of the spine,
died Tuesday at Jerusalem's
Hadassah Hospital, a hospital
spokeswoman said. Her body
will be flown to Philadelphia
on . Wednesday.
the
spokeswoman said.
"five other

/"

. :::, .
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The government declared
martial law on May 20 and
then ended the 22-day occupation of Beijing's
Tiananmen Square by
peaceful demonstrators with a
bloody military crackdown on

Lawyer dies from injuries Tuesday;
JERUSALEM (UPI) - A
Philadelphia lawyer, seriously
injured earlier this month
when a PaJesdniao grabbed
tbe wbeel of an Israel bus and
'JP.Dt it careening down.
ravine, died Tuesday in an
Israeli hospital, the first U.S.
fatality in the incident, a
hospital spokesman said.
Rita LeviDe, 39, of
Pbi.ladelphia, was the 15t!!
~e-.l" to die in the July ,
Ulcident in wbich 26 other
people were injured, including

'::,~:,

. ""~

Thursday and security agents
ransacked her Beijing a~-art
ment in a search for evidence,
the sources said. The
Guangming Daily is the
leading Communist Party
newspaper aimed at Chinese
intellectuals.
During the democracy
movement in April and May,
Dai was among a number of
prominent intellectuals· aud
Journalists who signed
petitions calling on the
gl\vernment to respond to
student demands and to
exercise restraint in dealing
with the protesters.
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Satisfying FJeld Bologna_. _ _ _ _ $1 99 Ib.
HoffmaD's Super Sharp Cheese _ _ _ $488 Ib.
Kentucky Gold Baked Ham _ _ _ _._._ $5 99 lb.
Cheddar Cheese Mac:aroni SaJad...._M____ $1 28 Ib.
F'ineJI Quality Miceli Ricotta Cheese

$ 2 38 Ib.
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Swanson Chicken Pet Whipped Topping Tombstone r' .
,,2 $5 00 "2R~ $1 00.. a.3 ~R $4 99
9_
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Cboic:e BooeIeaI Ribeye Sleab._ _ _ $4 98 lb.
Grade 'A' Bar-B-Qto.e Whole Fryers _ _ _ 98~ Ib.
ExceBenI for the GriD Beef Shisb-Ka-Bobs.._ $2 98 lb.
leG &. TeDCIer BreadPd Pork Cutlets _ _•$2~!8 II>.

Fresh Every' HourI- EI!n. laD Gro.md SirIoiB_ $

1 98 lb.

I
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Build ASchool

Buy Two Tetras
Get One Free ..

I.

99.~o..Jar"

SEAf'OOD SIIOPPE
Delicious lmitatioo Crab Sticks __.____ $4 98

lb.

1"IIick Me.ty Fresh Frozea kelandk Cod __ $4 98 lb.
Tule The DeIicaIe Talare of Oruge Roagby _ $ 12 98 II>.
Made Fresh Daily Crab Salad ._______.. _ $ 4 98 Ib,
Tender BooeIeu FlUb PoIIKk
$5 48 lb.
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" Judge persuades coal group, WINDOW TINTING
miners to continue negotiating Resldendal Commerdal Vehlde
DUFFIELD. Va. (UPI) United Mine' Workers and
Pittston Coal Group leaders
were !)ersuaded by a federal
judge Tuesday to resume
negotiations in a violencernan-ed 16-week-old strike that
has reverberated across the
nation's coalfields.
After a three-hour closec.l
session, the two sides accepted
a binding proposal by U.S.
District Judge Glen Williams
and agreed to meetings with a
federal mediator beginning
Wednesday in Duffield.
Joseph Farrell, vice
president of Pittston Co., the
coal firm's parent company,
and UMW President Richard
Trumka signed the agreement
to resume talks.
Trumka and Pittston Coal
Group President Michael
Odom described the pact as a
first step and bargaining
points were not discussed, they
emphasized.
"We just felt it was time for
a different approach," Odom
said. The company's goal was
to "try to take away the
acrimonious atmosphere and
give a new way to try to
resolve this dispute. This was
not a discussion about the
bargaining. It was an effort to
get tiJe parties back to
talking."

Trumka called it a small
step but "better than no step at
all."
"We wanted to be in the
same room" with Pittston
negotiators, Trumka said of
his reasons for attending
Tuesday's meeting. "We
wanted the negotia ting proce;s
to start and Pittston was not
willing to go that far."
Pittston Co. Chairman Paul
Douglas said Monday in a
letter to Virginia Gov. Gerald
Baliles the company would
return to bargaining if the
union ceased all violence and if
it showed it had new proposals.
Odom said Tuesday the
company was taking at "face
value" the uuion's intention to
bargain in good faith.
The agreement stipulated
the talks "shall not be used by
either party to undermine or
obviate present legal positions
of the other.
"Pittston shall not be
deemed to in any way waive its
claim that an impasse has
occurred, nor shall the union
be deemed to have waived its
claim that Pittston has failed
to bargain in good faitto." thl}
agreement said.
Initially, the parties will
meet sepalljltely m the same
hotel and the mediator will
carry contract proposals from

one party to the other. The
talks' could lead to face-~face
negotiations.
Williams, who has not
hesitated to jail striking
miners and levy. huge fines
against their union for strikerelated activities he considers
in violation of his court orders,
will not be involved in the
talks.
When asked how he succeeded in bringing the two
sides together after the
governors of Virginia and West
Virginia failed, Williams
quipped, "I guess it was my
good looks."
!'<Iegotiations broke down
June 7, shortly after the UMW
f,ccnsed Pittston of bargaining
ill bad faith and Pittston
declared an impasse.
The meeting came a day
after miners in other states
returned to work from a
month-long walkout in sympathy with striking Pittston
miners. Ti.e wildcat strikes in
10 states :.nvolved up to 46,000
miners at one time.
Some wildcatters, mainly in
southern West Virginia,
remained off the job Tuesday.
"The fee~ing I get is once you
drop the tailgate and let the
dogs out, it's hard to get them
back in the car when the hunt
is over," said F!"ank Thurman

Legislation proposes the closing
of about 15 l!nemployment offices
CHICAGO (UPD - Illinois
Department of Employment
Security officials Tuesday
refused

comment

on

legis\ation pending before
Gov. James R. Thompson that
would close nearly 25 percent
of the unemployment offices in
Illinois, most in the southern
part of the state.
The measure would close 15
IDES offices, said Sen. JIm
Rea, D-Christopher, and West
Frankfort Mayor John Simmons. IDES spokeswoman
Lynn Pierce, however, refused
to confirm even the number of
offices proposed for clilSure.
There are 63 such offices in the
state, she said.
Pierce declined comment on
locations proposed for closure
"because the particulars have
not been approved" by
Thompsun, who has the
agency's funding bill on his
desk. The offlces slated for
closure are not enumerated in
the funding plan but those
affected already have been.

\

notified, she said.
When asked bow local
residents and politicians could
try to fight the closures
without knowing specifies,
Pierce said "it's not a matter
(if they're having to do
anything about this."
She said an overall funding
reduction prompted the cuts.
Jim Bray, a spokesman for
Thompson, also declined to
release specifics, saying only
that options were under
discussion because of federal
funding cuts and no decisions
had been made.
Rea said the problem should
have been discussed earlier.
"They waited until after the
legislative session to spring
this on us," Rea said. One of
the offices proposed for
closure is in West Frankfort in
Franklin County.
"I don't understand why in
an area that has double-digit
unemployment why they
would be closing these offices."

Rea said everyone had been

left in the dark.
"They were not up front with
us during the Ie. gislative
8es&lon," be said. "u there
was a problem, thatis when it
shoo1d have surfaced. It kmd
of sounds to me more ... that
they just want to do a consolidatio~ of offices, in the
rural areas in particular.
"They're not laying off
people.. They're transferring
people to other offices. "
Rea said outpost offices to be
include tltose in
Marion, Anna, Du Quoin,
Mount Carmel, Metropolis,
Salem and Vandalia.
Rea said he would try to
meet with the governor or
ruembers of his staff Wednesday in Springfiuld.
The 11 full-time and two
intermittent employees at the
West Frankfort of!lce already
have been notified of the
closure, Ken Walker, IDES
office manager, said.
~ffected

Hartigan: Riverboat gambling an
economic development m~asure.
SPRINGFIELD, III (UPI)
- Ai:torney General Neil
Hartigan said Tuesday he
supports legalized riverboat
gambling on the Mississippi
River near the Quad Cities as
an economic development
measure to help struggling
river communities.
Hartigan, who announced
his candidacy for the
Democratic nomination for
governor, said the state should
tat.e measures to ensure that
riverboat gambling would not
create law enforcement
problems.
"[ would support it on that
limited basis simply because
of the competitive situation
with Iowa," Hartigan said. "I
think gambling in any form is
Page 10. Daily Egyptian. July 19, 1989

a very diffi~ult thing. I feel like
most r'eople in law enforcement dr. - you have to be
very careiul of the byproducts
of that sort of a system. I'd
give it a try but I would watch
it carefully."
Illinois lawmakers pushed
this spring to legalize the
floating casinos before lowasanctioned riverboats take to
the Mississippi River in 1991.
Measures to allow riverboat
gambling on the Mississippi
River near the Quad Cities and
on the Des Plaines River near
Joliet cleared the Senate but
sank in the House as the
lawmakers with river com·
munities tried to jump aboard
the program.
Despite the failure by the
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Heineken

1.3
Drink Specials
Jungle Juice.•...•.••.• $1.35
Hala Balls..•••.•..•• $1.35
Red Stripe Beer••••.•$1.40
ou

700 E. Grand Ave.

SUMMER
ZIPPING
BY?
No tan-time to Iose?1 Need to be back poolside to get the other side? Come into Zipps
and throw down a delicious 99¢ burger. crispy
fries. and ice-cold bucket of Coke.·
And hurry back
for that encore
"Swan Dive" They're waiHng.

Legisla ture to approve
riverboat gambling this
spring, Gov. James R.
Thompson approved a $500,000
appropriation for the siate
Revenue Department to administer riverboat gambling in
case the measure passes in the
fall veto session.
Hartigan said be would
consider allowing riverboat
gambling in areas of the state
other than the Quad Cities,
such as downstate communities along the Mis.~issippi
and Illinois rivers, after
hearing from local reside'lts.
"I think it's a questi.)n of
listening to people in those
areas," Hartigan said.
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':1refighters fear storms, rush Shuttle crew practices

to establish easternfireline
By United Press international
F!REFIGH'fERS,

FEARI-

NG
thunderstorms accompanied by lightning in the
next 48 hours, rushed Tuesday
to establish a 5-mile fIreline on
the east side of a 7,8(!(klcre
biaze threat"ming ponderosa
timber siands in southwestern
Utah.
"We expecting some slight
afternoon thunderstorm af!tivity today and tomorrow, so
we're trying to complete a line
along the Uinta Flat fire's east
sidCl," Bevan Killpack of the
Forest Service said.
"The west and south are
secure," Killpack said, and the
north side of the Dixie National
Forest b!aze, near aboalt 15 to
20 summer cabins "is pretty
good. But we're still worried
about the east, which is 5 miles
long, because of all the commercial timber over there."

THE FIR ~, 200 miles south
of Salt Lake City, was ignited
Saturday by lightning swrms.
And another lightning fire,
smoldering in dense douglas
fir stands since July 9 in ~t
central Utah, began growmg
rapidly during the weekend
and "bkw up to 3,000 acres
late Monday, more than
doabling it's size," Mary
Plumb of the Bureau of Land
Management said.
Fire bosses had decide1 to
If:"j; the Rattlesnake blaze, in a
remote and virtually inaccessible wilderness study area

near the Gret!n RIver's
Desolation Canyon, burn itself
out.
"B'lt now that it's trying to
spre!ld into another drai.nzge
and onto the <Uintah and
Ouray) Indian Reservation,
we're mobilizing a fIrebase
camp," Plumb said.
'
INDIAN CREWS WERE
cu~ting fireline along the edge
of a plateau to kH!p the fire
Crom burning to the north out
of Rattlesnake CanyOn. Plumb
said, and the 12O-man BLM
crews will likely move onto the
east flank to protect the Hill
Creek Youth Camp, 2 'h miles
eP.st.
"This puppy's growing and
it's going to be an extremely
difficult fire to contain," she
said.
Nearly &00 firefighters had
lined 40 perc~ of the Uinta
Flat . ~ 'but· Killpack said
there was, still no fire containment date and the expected winds "cowd change
everything. It (!()'.Jld blow .1WJlY
Cromus."
THE BLAZE HAD burned to
within a quarter mile of the
summer cabins near the My
town of Hatch. But none of the
structures was damaged. .'
Another 185 firefighters
were battling a 730-acre fIre 20
miles to the north, called the
Sandy Peak blaze. It was
burning in whit" and alpine fir
.and scrub mahogany. It was
~irst reported
Saturday

CREWS 'ALSO WERE'
battling a 200-aCl'f' tlaze in the
remote Wah Wah Mwntains in
west-central Utah and they
had controlled two others in
southwestern utah - the 212acre Stewart Creek fire and
the 100acre Thunder Ridge
fire, both near the Uinta Flat
blaze.
In California, one big blaze
was put out Monday but the
battle cm.tinued at the stubborn Big Sur fire along the
scenic ·coast of Monterey
County.
Predicted control was
pushed back 24' hours to
Tuesday evening for the 3,1~
acre blaze. ,Officials said
"minor flare-ups" occurred
during the night but crews
were ,quick to douse them.
They said there would be flareups for at least a'lother week
but they were nc, exp;!Cted to
get out of control.
A $2.4 MILLION state
flrefighting effort wok a week
to contain the Big Sur blaze
and one firefighter was killed
by .a falling redwood tree.

Alas~an

"ga!loping" glacier goes
fOlWard with s~y movement~
ANCHORAGE,
Alaska
(UPH '~ Alaska's famous
gallc;ping glacier is on the
move again, sliding along at a
steady clip that threatens to
turn a large salt-water fjord
into a lake in an encore performance of its 1986 show,

f~~r;~~c~t~:~=~t1ie

town of Yakutat has resumed
the speedy movements that
caused it to seal. off a fjord
three years ago, trapping sea
mammals and capturing
wides.,read attention before
the ice dam it formed
dramatically collapsed.
The surging river of ice
sltifted into high gear again
this summer and began
forging ahead at more than 5
feet per day, closing the gap
betw~n the glacier's advancing face r:nti the land at
Gilbert Point, according to the

CAPE CANAVERAL,
Fla. (UPI) - The fIve-man
crew of the shuttle
Columbia climbed aboard
and sailed through tbEi final
hours of a practice countdown Tuesday that clears
the way for launch next
month on I! secret military
mission.
With veteran shuttle
skipper Brewster Shaw and
co-pilot Richard "Dick"
Richards at the cootrols, the
two-day dress-rehearsal
ended at 11 a.m. EDT with a
simulated COUIItdown cut off
at the T-minus 2O-second
mark.
"For the purposes ,of
today's exercise, all events
have been performed
successfully," NASA
Iipokesman George Diller
said from the launch control
center. "This sets the stage
for 'final
launch
preparations." .
. ,
Sha "., 44, RIchards, 4;2,
and crewmates DaVld
Leesbna, 40, 'lark Brown,
'KI, and Jaf!les Adamson, 4ii.
are ~ed~.ed to blast ~ m
three weeks on the fifth

post-ChaUenger mission,
the 30th in the sbuWe
program,
Launch originally was
scheduled for July 31, but
completing last-minute
work on the ship's beatshield tile system and other
minor' problems pushed
blastoff to no earlier than
the week of Aug. 7.
Sources said Tuesday the
launch could slip to Aug. 10,
although a formal date will
not be announced until a
flight readiness review late
this mooth. Assuming a
launch on Aug. 10, however,
liftoff''lUld be scheduled
for7:58 a.m. EDT.
Details about the flight,
including the exact launch
time and mission duration,
are being kept secret
because
Columbia'S
payload is a classified
military satellite.
Columbia,
NASA's
original space shuttle, has
flown only once in the past
six years. It last took off
Jan. 12, 1986, just 16 days
before the Challenger
disaster.
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Radar monitors overload, indicate
drop in commercial jet near misses
WASHINGTON (UPI) Near mida;·· collisions involving cODlmercial airliners
declined in 1988, but radar
monitors at nearly half of the
nation's large airports are
overloaded by traffic, two
government reports said.
Los Angeles was the leading
"hot spot" of "serious" Dear
midair collisions, as defined by
the Federal Aviation Administration, Cor the third
straight year in 1988, closely
followed by San Francisco.
OC tht: total 712 near midair
collisions reported last year,
326 involved commercial
carriers. of which 231 were
defined as serious. Tbis
compared with 1,058 near

countdown 'procedures

fonoMDg a thunderstorm and
was only 30 percent contained.
.. It's very·, hard to fight
because of the terrain, very
steep and rugged country." he
said" adding crews were
working on firelines only
during the daytime because
"saiety is the main concern
there."

midair collisions in 19i!'l, of
which 489 involved commercial pianes, including 354
that were considered serious.
The report released Monday
by the General Accounting
Office showed that 1987 was
the most dangerous of the 19861988 period during which there
was a grand total of 2,610 near
midair collisions reported,
1,158 involving commercial
airliners and 834 deemed
serious.
The GAO report said that
over the three-year period, 57
of the incidents deemed
serious occurre.l in Los
Angeles and 29 each in San
Frimcisco, Chicago and New
York.
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'In a companion report, the
GAO said the FAA "recently
recognized" that the computers at large airports were
being overloaded "when
aircraft position and identification information began
vanisbing from controller
displays, aircraft, data
flickered on displays and
system responses to controller
changes or updates to flight
information were delayed."
The GAO said its survey
found 27 of 62 radar approach
control facilities, or 47 percent,
had experienced the disappearance of aircraft informa tion from the controllers' screens.
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House OK's agricultural bill
in surplus of expectations
WASHINGTON (UPl) fortunate" if the dye was
The House passed a $42.1 banned before the FDA study
billion agriculrure bi Ii Tuesday is completed.
providing more than the adMore than half of the bill's
ministration sought for $42.1 billion is targeted for food
domestic and international and consumer programs,
food and nutrition programs, including $21.8 ~illion for food
and the Food and Drug Ad- programs, $992 million for
ministration.
Food for Peace, $583 million
"Rural communities and for the Food and Drug Adagriculture are better off ministration, and $423 :million
today than in the early 1980s," for meat and poul\I'Y in.
said Rep. Virginia Smith, R- spection.
Neb. "It is a better day for
Of the total, domE ,dc food
agriculture in great part due to and nutrition programs
the decisions and policies of received $17.6 billion - $345.1
agricultural leaders and Irtillion more than the administration requested and
Congress."
The bill passed 394-26 and $816 million more tbitn last
year's appropriation.
now goes before the Senate.
The only controversy came
Of .the $17.6 billion, $14.2
over a House Appropriations billion is for the food stamp
Committee report, attached to program, $713 million for child
the bill, instructing the Food nutrition programs and $2.1
and Drug Administration not billion for the Women, .Infants
to ban red dye No. 3 - a and Children program possiole carcinogen - without designed to provide health
furti.er study.
care for pl"~nt women,
"The industry has used nursing mothers, infants and
every trick in the book" to children.
keep the dye from being .. The bill provides $582 milliOn
banned, said Rep. Ted Weiss, for the Food.. and Drug AdD-N.Y., agreeing with con- ministration - $l1S million
sumer groups that enough above the administration's
studies already warrant an request. The House provided
immediate ban.
$57 million for AIDS activities
But Rep. Sid Morrison, R- ~:i $12.2 million for food
Wash., said it would be "un- safety programs.

The bill appropriates $1.1
billion for international
agricultural programs - $61.5
million more than the administration request and $103
million less than last year's
appropriation.
The bill also provides $7.1
billion for agricultural
programs - $4.8 million below
the president's request and
$4.4 billion les than last year's
appropriation.
Of the $7.1 billion, $1.3 billion
is delegated to research and
extension programs, $389
million for crop insurance,
$633 million for agricultural
stabilization and conservation,
and $4.2 billion for Commodity
Credit Corp. reimbursement
lor net realized losses.
Rural
development
programs received $11.4
billion - $969 million less than
last year's appropriation but
nearly identical to the administration request. The $11.4
billion inicludes $9.1 billion for
the Farmers Home Administration, $861 million for
the Rural Electrification
Administration direct loan
program, $733 million for the
Soil Conservation Service and
$U billion for the Agricultural
Stabilization &lid Conservation
Service.

Senators nominate bill to ban flag
desecration·amid scholars' doubts
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WASHINGTON (UPI) Seoatnrs searching for a way
out of the emotional and
political quagmire of what to
do about flag desecration
Tuesday proposed a new bill to
bau the act, but legal scholars
and some iawmakers quicldy
differed over wbetbec the plaD
could do the job.
To underscore their
argument that a simple
change in federal law was not
enougb to reverse the Supreme
Court's ruling that flag burning was protected by free
speecl1, Senate critics of the
new bill countered by formally
introducing President Bush's
constitutional amendment to
~rotect the flag.
The differences between the
two sides demonstrated the
split that has developed in
Congress over the flag issue.
Tile main question is not
whether lawmakers should act
to reverse the court':; ruling,
but rather what approach

would be the best one. Some
are supporting both the change

reasonable to do SO."
Biden's bill would change
in law and the constitutional the wording of previous antiamendment.
flag desecration laws in a way
Sen. Joseph Biden,· D-De1.., . that he believes would pass
the chairman Gf the :Judiciary constitutional muster, despite
Committee, introduced the the court's ruling.
new bill aJong with more than
20 senators from both parties
Some lawmakers, mostly
and argued it was a more Democrats, who do not want to
prudent approach than im- tamper with the Constitution
mediately trying to change the but who recognize the potential
Constitution - a lengthy political danger of doing
process that some people fear nothing about the court ruling,
could erode First Amendment have viewed Biden's solution
as a way out of the
free speech protections.
But Biden, along with troublesome problem.
Bush, however, has argued
several others, contended that
if the bill was found to be that changing the Constitution
illegal, he would support a is the omy way to ensure that
constitutional change. Th,' anti-desecration laws will be
Senate plans to aet on both le~al.
proposals by mid-October.
In the House, however, Rep.
"If a constitutional amendment is needed, so be it," James Sensenbrenner, R-Wis.,
Biden said. "But if you can do caUed Biden's approach a
something by statute without foolhardy attempt to play "cat
further adding to the Con- and mouse" with the SupreIJle
stitution, it is wise and more Court.

Senator wams colleagues on flag
amendment to "proceed carefully"
WASHINGTON (L'PI) Sen. Alan Dixon Tuesday
cautioned colleagues to
"proceed carefully" on a
proposed
constitutional
amendment
banning
desecration of the U.S. flag.
Dixon, D-Ill., was among a
group of senators who introduced the amendment as
Sen. Joseph Biden and :0
senators from both parties
proposed a bill banning flag
desecration amid debate over
whether a law could overcome
the Supreme Court's ruling
that flag burnwg is protected
by free speech.
"Americans, since the birth
of this great nation, have
fought and died to forward tne
ideals embodied in the
American flag," Dixon said.
"Citi~ens everywhere find t.he
burning or desecratior. of the

flag offensive.
.. Amending the Constitution
is a serious matter. I do not
undertake this endeavor
hastily nor do I take it lightly.
We must proceed carefully,
but always keep in focus our
objective.
"The American flag is a
sacred symbol of this nation's
unprecedented breadth of
freedoms and, as such, the flag
should never be desecra ted."
Dixc,.! said be has been
inundated with letten: supporting a constitutional
amendment.
" A large majority· of our
citizens have expressed their
outrage with the Supreme
Court decision and have expressed their desire for a
redress of this issue, '.' Dixon
said.
"i believe one can ~isagree

with the policies of the United
States and yet need not
dcsecra te the flag to make
one's point," Dixon said.
Congress is split over the
flag issue. The main question
is not whether idwmakers
should act to reverse the
court's ruling, t-ut rather what
approach would be the best
one. Some are supporting both
the change in law and the
constitutional amendment.
Biden, D-Del., the chairman
of the Judiciary Committee,
introduced the new bill along
with more than 20 senators
from both parties and argued
it was a more prudent approach than immediately
trying to change the Constitution - a lengthy process
that some people fear could
erode First Amendment free
sp~h protections.

LA RONA'S PIZZA
Wednesday Special

LARGE 1 ITEM

Includes Pitcher of
Pepsi or Beer
(with proof of age) with
Eat-In Ordef5

Open for Lunch Delivery
Mon-Sot 11 am
Wednesday SpeclaI not valid with any
other coupons. no 5UbstiMions.

515 S. III. ('dahl

529-1344

Poppy Sal'l!
Poodles
Shetland Sheepdog
Chihuahuas
Pomeranians
Defuxe Habitrail
(".ages only $23.00
'

.. 10 gal. aquarium
(set-ups w/full fluorescent
:. .. hood $46.99
'
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Gigantic Selection of Re tiles
Baby Boas & Pythons
Green Iguanas
Tarantulas
much, much more

~~:::~ FISHNET
More than ;lIsr a (isl, store'

"""..... Shappi. . c-...

549-7211 ~~~

Quart Drafts
$2.00

SpfZfZdrails
$1.05

Jacl( DanifZls
$1.25
Tonight
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~

ctAS.sIFlED ADVERTISING ~ATES
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are limited 10 under $30.

8X38 trailer $AOO,
.225,457-8352.

1ov_Jb,;!
'.

lifoFJbifiONERS,~~fo

11 OV, $65; 11 ,000 BTU II OV,
$165; 18,000 BTU 22OV, $185;
32,000 BTU 220V, $2B5.
529·3S63 un1i19 pa.

tHSxsoMOBii! ~
lDcaled on Gionl City Rei.

1Iore.
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CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADVERTISING
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,flPflRTMErm
. Clean. quiet. walking

SMILE ADVERTISING RATES
TO:'

distance to campus.
1 year lease, no petS.
Perfect for prof. or
grad students.

C'IlAIf lOCATIONS, 1 and 2

bdrm IurA. apl.. , _ pel•. cqJI

1 indl. ..........................$6.00
$1.00 for eadI a6ditiooaJ inch.
Artworit cball..........._..sI.OO
PhoIoaraph Wllc ....;.... .sS.OO

Spa~ Reservation

.

Minimum Ad SiJJe!
1 Column
Muimum Ad Size:
J eoI.x·16inches

~·4145.·

•

&lri5UFJfHOUSII'iG~~
bcWmlum.lIP.b" no pels, _ mileo
Weal 01 C'ilal. Day, Inn. Call
684-.145.

~',Ml£ FURN. APTS~~~
rn~t'~O.!:,~

Deadline, 2 p.m., 2 days prior 10

$360 per mo., nic. 2 bdrm in
Mbon:I $200 F*' - . Cal 687-

publication
RequiJanenu: Smile ad rales are designed 10 be used by individuals
or OfIarUUliODS for personol advettising -- binhdays. anniversaries.
congratulations. ett'. and nOl for commerciol use or \0 announce event

4517.
8·2·89'

GREAT

A05OBal83

PRids ON 1 ana 2 lidnn

1974 FORD ECONOUNE. Radial

7·28-89

7·21-89

~roo:i~~~ wori< yan,

1982 OI.DS DELTA 88, die>el,

Call Martin Rentals

2 BR Apt. $260.00
Mobile Homes

457-4803

Starting at $135.00
Oose to Mall,
1 1/2 mile from

549..8294

4fllkln

TOP CIDALE. LOCATIONS

.uRI

~54fr mileage, $950 obo.
AAI\§6g!77

1 BDRM IDRN
API'S

4BDRMFURN
~

806 N. BRIDGE St.

422 W. SYCAMORE

(duplex)

w/centrai air and

806 1/2 N. BRIDGE St.

wasbM,dryer

2 BDRM FURN

01 Midland Inn T""ern, go lhr. .
mil.... 549·4978.

t~rKlTIY'5 GCX5D~~~~~

furniture at JIordcble prices. 104
EaoI JocIuon SI., CarboOdole.
7·21-89
<l179Anln
SPIDERWEB . WV AND ...11 uied

bed, red;,...,.. 529·3874.

~~Jpi.E'E WATERB1:b~r}:tR \

.;n.9I., S75 01>0. Call 529.5496.

Now LeasIng
for
Summer &. Fall
"Houslng for the
5edous Student"
Furnished,

BD~.M

tl!RN

and effidendes

~

Am

wlwasherldn'e[

Indueles:

317 S. OAKLAND

Carpet &. AIr

822 KENNICOlT

Efftdendes near campus

LaU1ldI)l fadJJt1es

Water, TJaSh &. Sewer
Oean &. QuIet
No pets

Shown by

5000·20,000 8TU AC'., oulo

belore Spm or 457·8349 oft. 5pm
UI-!l'?
6912.O.n177

3

408 S. POPLAR - grad and law only

washer. 4 cubic It. fridge, couch,
table & chain" des-Ie., wardrobe,
twin

Imperial Mvcca

423 W. MONROE
905 W. SYCAMORE
lUXUry

furniture and antiques. South on
Old 51. 549·1782.
7·28·89
4272.O.nl81

after 6 pm.

for appointment

one bedroom

(triplex)
JENNY'S ANTIQUES AND u...I
fumi!ure. Old RI. 13 W. Tum SouIh

at

RecCenter

=dc!b~ijJ!:ug·l.

4326Aa181

1985 NISSAN 300ZX, 51pd, red,
40,xQ: mL new tir." T-tops,
$9500. Col 451·7373, 9-5.
7·28 a9
4196Aa181

7-21·89

fOR RENT
t BR Apt. $200.00

apl.. & hOUSel, furn or unfurn...

carpo" air. _ , in town and out,
4.57'4608, 451-6956.
8·21 :89
4224Bol
ONE BORM FURN. apl. Utllilio.

oJ.BmM UnfurnIsbed $l7.S
o]JIOOM Furnished $300
4BDRM Unfumisbed $3S()

I

Also: DISCOUNT HOUSING
1 Bdrm fum apts_ 2 miles west of Cdale

flppointmmt

Days Inn

549-6610

Absolutely No Pets
L.

684..4145

only

EXTRA NICE 4 bdnn, lum house at
422 W. Sycamore, <ent. air,

TWO ONE BDRM apI•.• 3 "';ilm E.
Carbondale,
quiet
neighborhood, pets. ok., $Ofn8 util
paia. ~15O a mo. pl.. oecurily. call
937-2971 aI1er 5 pm.
7-19·89
~2368o 175
NICE. NEWER 1 bdrm, lum. 1 or 2
people. ~9 S. Wall or 313 E.
freeman. Summer 0I1a11. 529-3581
or 529-1820_
7·21-89
4~480177

01

~~=g~ow'::':Git
684·4145.
8·2-89
C'DALf. 3 BDRM

7-19·89

443580175

Eff. AiR COND. nice neighbOdlOOd
in Murphy.boro, $135 a mo.
684-5957.
7-25-89
554680178

~~!p~' 1~11;::~~~r$2~

mo, >um. $170. 529-4217.
8-2-89
555180183

~t~J. ~fd. F~;":I'l';:.: ~~h:

Aug. f5. SA9-13IS_
8·2-89

594580183

:t:.~~~t!r~~s\'~~~:
S350. Aug. 15. 549· 3 i 5 or
j

1-893-2376.
8·2-89
594680183
CAR8ONDA...:. 1 &2 BEDROOM
lu""shed, no peIS- 12 month Iaase.
457-5766_

~~ TO SPJ. 2

bdt:=:r,

fum. ac. wash/dryer. color IY, no
pab, mull be neat_ 457-7782.
5576!1a5
8· 25-89

ti::k.''t;,!O;a~pu~,ol~·t'',;'h~

~;~~;~~1!" $.425

8·2·89

!'11-89

.. 321BblB.3

dryer windaw air, free rn<>wing.

no

684-4145. 4318Bbi83

!:'~: ~n~."Oak~s75438.

7-25-89

,

4189Bb178

.,

•

~L

quiet area.

~eli'vi~d:o::o,:ed ~7it'~t
5~20J:l, 457-8194. E:'9-3973.

~~ BDRM hOUse in~;"~

pari<. dean. quiet. a/c. $2<10 per
mo. ('"n Gres, .0157-3586 or
529·i539.
,
8·29-89
4451Bb7

no pets. 549-7447.

hooIcuo. 549-6598 .......
8-21·89
4278Bbl
.01 BDRM. 2 bOth. big room.. trOnl

5 bdrm"

~u~~~i~7~~t::~J

?~~ k;:=1 ;'J..~~:'

7-20-89
4371F.b176
Ai.WAYS A GREAT deal. W. have
besl 14x80 'hree bedroom
$400, and a the cheop •• ' 2
bedroom $125. and ....erythi"ll in
bAtw_. We are the conpelihon.
chuck. 529·4444. Peb ole.
8·2-89
5505Bb183
2, 3, & 4 BDRM hOu •••. AI.o

,h.

~;. ~01=~. ;1s~~~~

tG 3 BDRM house. qui el
nei9hborhood, very clean, air,
oppI .• lum. :>15 tyndo Dr., $480

5502BbI77
3 OR '" BEDROOM near Rec.
Center. Available Aug_ 15 for 12
monlhs. 549·3174, plea .. lea.e

N~./29-1622. 54~1.:~175

CDALE 3 BDRM. 1 both.
appliances, 1 yr. lea.e, 611

1.
,.

one bedroom
and efficiencies •
Clean

Well maintained
furnished apartments

8·289
44786b183
CDALE. HEAT PUMP. j IXlrm •• 2
both. on Emerald Lane. Greal
neill!"'orhaod. AvaiL Augull 15,
~ monII.Iy. 457-3321.
7·28·89
5571 Bb181
ESCAPE THE NOISf 01 campus
with a 3 bdrm house_ Quiet area,

?2s~ $400 m>nIh. ~1~81

.-.-3.

Office at:
501 E. College

Owen'. $420. PhOne 443·221:11.

6013Bbl
NEAR CAMPUS, NICE 2 bdrm
hou •• w/lull cQrpet~rl I~II
basemenl w/.,whet: & ~:i hOOI<'

413S- Wash

$52.0

610 N. Springer $500
516WPean

--

$380

804 N_ CarIco

$300

102 N.james

$?.50

t29~,"~3~ng. $405 .

8·2-89
55698b183
COUNTRY UVlNG 2 milti 80s! 01
C'dale. 2 bdrm, unlum. 529-3581
or 529-1820.
7- 25-89
4474Bb178.

I
Ir~"~
I"---"""-

_I_PARle"

NEW 14' WlDESIII

2 aoocs EAST OF TOWEIIS_

~~

NAlURALGAS. CAllUTV
LOcKED MAILBOXES,
WASH HOUSE LAUNDIIY,
owrmtUVES01'I~

~""TI'"
...ta ...... _ .

""- 457-4422 ~

S29-1He

More For Your Rent Dollar
Carbondale Mobile Homes
Lots Available

!:f!~' "sog81/~~· ~:r"s$3zgg:
~~~iI8. 549-3930. 555JBb183

FLiRNISHEO HOUSES FOR rent,

~;mw~~.ca'il~~.tlu~.16.

9-1-89
5523Bbl0
BOONIES_ RURAL. ~ECLUDED. 7
mi. 10 SIU. 2 bdrm •. applianteJ..
$225. A.ailable now! 549·3850.

Urt~DALf N~ i:tkBb~k:'

small 5rm hou~, nice area, oir,
ba.ement, garage... /d. 5.019·7876

~-·1!AIT N.W. 2 OR/~~~~I!:.

t~~7~7.lion, sec, 8 approved.
7-28·89
5952Bb181
FURNISHED HOUSE FOR renl. ..
bedroom,. carpeted. 611 W.

~2~No pet•. 457·74~969Bb 1
THREE BDRM HOUSE on 'I.uiet
Solreel near campus . .4.465. oJ 12·
672·56<1.
8-2-89
5964Bb183

2lkB~NDALE, fUR~~~'J,~

~9

/ HOUSES ~
fORRENT .

NICE BIG TWO ,'ory "or 5

unlurn. 529-3581 or 529·1820.
8· 2·89
5552Bb183
2 BDRM HOUSE. FurniShed. woler

E

O/C. wid. $450 mo_ Three wngle
~ prelemod. 457-~s8bI8J

room,,:,'5.!;.'~2~"'- clo... 10

Carbondale

RENTALS

monlh.

457,5276.
8-22-89
A359F.b2
SMALL 1 ROOM hous •• $160
month pi.. depooit. 687 -43<19
7-20·89
4238Bb176
NICE 2 BEDROOM wilh sl"'UJY.:

8-'2'fi9C'OAtE, $600 A mo. for sale

0

5532BbI77
1 BEDROOM WITH study, ~uiet
N.W. neighborhood, a/c. large
shady yo. d. perleel lor couple,
S245. 529-2013,457-819".
5<19-3973.
8-28·89
445511b6
3 BEDROOM NEAR the Rec_

4 BlOCKS TO CAMPUS. well kept.
lurn .• 3 bdrm. 12 mo. leo... no
pet•. 529·3076.684·5917.
8·2·89.
4341BbI83
NICE SPACIOUS All !>rid!. energy
Afficienl, 3 or

Starting at $155 a month
St?rting at $75 a m~mth

~~N::J...~ =!Jt:1:;: ~i~
near 0.' ;~"

avail. summer Of' 1011,

no pet•. :..49-0491.
4Q7?Bc5
SUMMER OF FAll 230 Honsemon.
stU 1 mile. 2 bdrm, quiet pork. 6esI
rei.... 549-8238.
8-2-89
39588c183
j 2 BDRM RJRN., DC. well kepi.

~'5·89

~i.' :.!:&rtfalt:::!-car::
water fum. 529-1329.

8-2-89
"113BcI83
2 BlOCKS FROM Jowers on Palf 2
bdrm fumi.hod, <D1'J>OIed. ale, \I'"
Of'...."'iances.

cable

tv, v8rysh!ZJ

~~"'01$~~;"".

Nut
to Wash Hou.e laundromal.
Parlotiew Mobile Homo>, 905 E.

~.~~ 1:3O-5pmorby

~~~19BDRM tum. ~~,

o.~::.~
~!~\II:;!'!I
$1.010 per bdim. 2 blk..lrom-.

~.:kp..'t::~-I!vH:.n::
~E. Pari<. SI-ing M-f 1:30-5
~95~-13U"~175

on

o:;n.:

3 BDRM, 2

8ATH. oir
V«'/.
spacious_ Will ronl or ...11. Call

.57-6033_

.

-m~ 1V,;,.li~i>!'!
cam~5, muil see.
No pels.
457-5266.
8-2·89
4144BcI83
Ai.WMS A GREAT DEAL W. '-"
!he bell 1 .oIx80 .hree bedroom,
$400 and the
1~
$125, and ..-erythi"9 in borw.n.
W. ore .he compelltion. chuck.
529·~.P... oIt.
8·2-89
5531 Bcl 83
PRIVATE lOT. 2 MI.
No

FREE auo10 S.I.U.

)

;~l/

• CABLEVISION
• LAUNDROMAT
• FP.EE LAWN SERVICE
• LOCKED POST
OFFICE SOXE",
• FREE CITY, WATER & SEWAGE
• FREE TRASH PICK-UP
• INOOOR POOL

North HighwaV 51-

~
INDOOR

549·3000'

POCl

,:l,l"QROOM
406 1/2. E. Hester
410 E. Hester

52.05. Graham

503S. Hays
5115. Hays

AvailabJe
~ralJ &.. Summer 1989

529-1082
Offi_ce: 703 S. illinois Ave.

lirst.
then
compare.
No
appoinlmenl necenery. Reduced

~;9J' $4951"'; mo. WO;~138J

~~ ~siivi~. ~~r:~!

~~:!~ ~~~:.J~~~cr~it:l

:.::;,~::: ~~~'lj h!dr~:

~ni~:J~CY6orYli':ni~es: 5tn:5;~

homes. G1i-. Mobile Home Pari<.

457 -6405. CIo.... par;. 10 campus
in lown. 616 E. Pari< SI. Roxanne
Mobile Home Park- clos. to
can>pU>. RI. 51 South.
8-2·89
.oI0758c183
4 MI. W. 1·3 BR well mainlained.
quiel pork. a/c, lurni.hed. $U5·
5200 monlh. 687-"983, 6871873.
7-2i-89
59158c177
IDEAl FOR SINGLES! Avail now I
.ummerl loBI I bdrm lurn .• clean.
no pets. 9 mo. conlrad $135 mo.
.ummer, $145 mo. lali. Ilelw....n
SIU and Logan. 5~9·6612 days,
549·3002 niShls.
7-28·89
4332&181
FOR RENT - FURNISHED mobil.
homes. lor summer or fall in

Roxanne and Glinon Courts..
charie" Wallace, Yr. '3 Roxanna
C. S Hwy 51. 457 ·7995
8·2-89
41588c183
GRAD STUDENTS 9 month

~~I.r':;'ill

~~~~~~i.~2 !~~,3.

7·28·89
4282&181
GOOD CHOICE. 10-12·14 It_
wide, 2 and 3 bdrm. Price> sIort 01
$125. call 529-UU.
7·21-89
4383BcI77
COUNTRY UVlNG 2 mde. east 01
Cdale. IOx50. oj c. lurn.
529·3581 or 529·1820.
7-25·89
4475&178
SMALL 2 BDRM mobile hOme on
61.01 W. Willow. Cleon. quiet. a/e.
priv. porlting. $180. Call Greg,
457·35860< 529-1539..

a,~00D

t

4387.
~
A248BeI83
SOUTH WEST. 2 bdrm. newly'
carpeted & pointed. s.fO"8 and

$j(2~~~~~-7.;f3~.conne<lion5.

8-2·89
43781le 183
1 BEDROOM COUNTRY lOCation.
$260, includes. heat & 'Woter, no
I!"'s. cathedral ceiling. slidin~81=

~9~i!1~~:1~~.~~~

8· 28-89

529· 13.
44548e6

~~~ ~:t~~r~ h~~ri~~'o~~

;~6'968A.3413. A456Be179
NICE DUPLEX, 2 b~droom. big
yard, lease, dep?~il, no pel1.
549·7447.
7-20·89
5565Be176
VERY NICE ONE bdrm. no pets,
walk 10 SIU. 52>'-5331 or
529·5878.
7-21·89
5554Beln
CARBONDALE BEAUTIFUL 2 bdrm.

!~:e~b~d$'_ ~~Id~!:; b~t~57~
5438.
8·2-89
~971BeI83
CARBONDALE. 2 BR - 12 mo.
lease. 2 mile. Soulh on US 51. No
peIs.457-5766.
8·2-89
5966Be 183

&~.

HILB 2
fum, _age .hod, pri:<ale porlting
and "",io, quiel pa<It. laundry mol,
_ I i.... on premi .... 1001 E.
·Park. Showing 1-5 daily.
549·5596.
8· 2-89
5507Bc183
2 BDRM MOBILE hOfiIfi. carpeted.

:::.~;l'.,.~~~~, no pelS,
8-2-89
5557Bc183
DEEP DISCOUNT FOR Summer, 2
bdrm" clean. quiet, ae l carpel,
S 1 00. South Wood_ Park_
457-3586 or 529-1539.
8·2-89
S9498c183
2 BDRM 12 AND 14 wide. Furn.
nice & clean. wal!ci ..~ dislonce 10
~~_,;~ no pel •. 5:z;'-5331 or
8·2·89
557!!k183
IN QUIET PARK. 2 mi. E_ 01

~~~
t;,:t~~190";.
....,;..a... 457 -7355_
klRfJ~~HEb

j

l!W31~~d,7~

.--. only. no pels, ........ City Rd.
near mal, $/20. 549-4344.
7-21-89

55288c177

/'1,'"

s_

~R1~:E COUNTRY s6fA~~~~2

'_ ~;::rN!%'5..9.'.J:: and
59556cl 0

Fr_ Bus to SIU

!':L\EQRQQM

UJlli?~QQM

4OOW.C>ak

lease. 549·2401.

595OBcI83

GIANT STEP UP
IN MOBILE
HOME LIVING
2&3 Bedrooms
at 910 E. Park

COUNTRY SETTING 2 bdrm. priv.

potio, co""",. ac, appI .• laundry.
G~89no pet-, ahar 6, ~~i~~2
IIIlAND NEW
PEltGY URCIlHT DIIIUX

You'll love:

.Clo&ct.uRccCenlCf

-Great New Locations
·Storage Building
• LkJ"!ed Parking
·Sundeck

.

.

_Av.umIe AUgust 15

549-4935

_~i:
L _ ....
~

~.

.$UOmo./pmt5ib~
dbicoun1U\CI!'ntiw

-213 btdroom-2bAth
-A/c,c:ciUngfa •

Malibu Villagv
Now Renting

.

for Summer &.. fall
Large Townhouse Apts.,
now offering summer discounts.
Hwy 51 South Mobile Homes
12 & 14 Wide, with 2 & 3 bedrooms,
locked mailboxes, next to laundromat.
9 or 12 m0nm lease. Cable Available.

2&3 Bedrooms
at 714 E. College
Featuring:
Central Air
Cable TV
Washer/Dryer
Close to Campus
Natural Gas Efficiency

Call:
Dqbbicz
529-4301

Sorry No Pets

457-3321

~ ~i
'"

............ -" ..... "" ... ~"'#.

:!,:,~( t:S' ;;

mo. localed 1/2 way between

NICE TWO BDRM. Unlurn. air,

~ 1~~~is7.7~

mo. 12iaonih
8-2-89

2. 12. Hospital Dr.
511 S. Hays
4OOW. Oak. fl. #2- S14N. Oakland
4OOW.Oakfl.n
507 1/2 W. MaIn (bk) 300 N. Oakland
505 N. Oakland
4OOW.Oakf3
5-~EDROOM
300 N. Oakland
300 E. College
4-BEDRooM
305 Crestview
~1)RooM
300 E. College
514 N. Oakland
305 Crestview
408 W. Cherry Ct.

2.-BEDRQQM
504 S. Ash apt. t
408 W. Olerry Ct.
520 S. Graham
509 1/2 S. Hays
402 1/2 E. Hester

L

H~!';Q&QQM

TWO BDRM. lARGE yard. deck. 4
mile. south 01 co.."..•. Unily Point
School Dislrict. ~350 monlh.
457-6610_
.
"·20·89
Al51Be176

GRADUATE STUDENT HOUSING 2
bch., quiet ~, SI25 dep.• $16S

FOR RENT- Oose to Camp ....i
I-BEDROOM
402. lI2. E. Hester
410 1/2 E. !-Iester

OIEAPEST PRICE AROUND! 2 m.
North. 2 bds. $125. $135. Carpel.
Air. deon! Open now. 549-3850
7-26-89
5974&179
29 YEARS IN Mobile Ho"", and

a..,,-r

~-1-89

r

quiet

~28~? 529-1622 or ~~5~~82

:'~I ~~i~: of C'doIe Days

~'8~alI

house.

1.3. 4
8·28-89
"'4348b6
1 BEDROOM WITH .tudy. ~uiet
N.W. neighborhood. ale. large
shady yard. perleel lor coupre,
$245. 52~-2013, 457-8194.
5Ao·3973_
8-28-89
445511b6
3 BDRM ,. iC. porI. lurn, avail

~.;.. ~ ::'~S4~nd~

~~'!~~~~~~;

.

BORM

'. 8·2·89
4379BbI83
AUGj;, WALK TO campus, exira

~~~NT HOUSING.4ilr~~
!:i:mh~:Jd.),e~rC:I:no:~9~

1~1I25~3k~5~~j82r'''' or

J

LG

~hr:'~'j'ld5 ~;~5a<~:.n$:~ci

air. free mowing. no petl_ Call
684·4145_

~;;;m~r~~ f~~n~~ tfci' s:~!.::

I

10

~9r:;::~~.W~~i.l:

$250 foil and ""'ng. 529-3581.
7·21·89
~~6380177
PRICED RIGHT APTS. hOu .... ana
trailer. in C'dale and out 01 C'dole.
7·21-89
~46580177
1 AND 2 BDRM. air cond., 202 E.
~sl;.;:o~~.457'5923. 5

tum

4319BbI83
hOuse 01 822

NICE 3 BDRM. 2 both, 2 cor

garage. fum, cenlral air, doH:
campu •. No pet•. 457-5266.

:; i l

,- .. '·,~i··Li~ililyEf!ypt~.J,LIlH!!,19g\l,~"geI5

~ ~ ~ 0; ~ ______ ,.. ... !; ~.:

;

~ £.. ·c!..t!.~ ............

i

........ ; . ; .. ,

:

--J

;:;~~~o~~~~~v~~E~~~'~ I

Chri.!.tian, Imiler i!t fumi!.hed and
lie- '1 nice Rent ~75 month plui half

Ihe uldllu:~s.

99. 275R

Coli Sherie

727 89

01

I
!

I

5506Bs180

~~~~~~~~

i
!
"'-1

Mobil~ H.O.";"'~'L~tS"'~1
., .....

ROXANNE MOBllf HOME Pork
Quiet park Owner liYe:!> in pork,
rem.onable toles.. lo ... ndromal in

rci:'~, :L6~1 R~4~1_4~3th-

8·23-89
4012Bh3
WIlDWOOD MOBllf HOME Pc"_
large .hady 101, Iocaled on Giani
Cil)! Road. Souih..-n
Hame
Park, do.. 10 SIU Ioccled 011 01 E
Pork St. on Warren Rd. 529-5331

I

I
j

i,

,.

Mobi'"

r;il29~5878.

M32Bh177
MOSllf HOME SPACES ovcllOble_
qUI" and .hoded lob New 10•• for
double WIde. No
Ceclor Lane
~,:e Hame Par .57-2318 for

r'

I

EARN MONEY R.EADING boo""!

~~il?,01°105~~~~OOrenliol

9-5-89
379lCI2
EARN MONEY READING Baa ...!
530,000 yr. income potentiaL
Deloil. 11) 805-687 -6000 fxI_ Y9501.
7-20-89
3092C176
GOV'T JOSS S16,040 - S59,230
'tf. New hiring. CaU (I) 805-6876000 E.t. R·9501 for currenl

ledercl hi.
B-I-B9
YOUTH DIRECTOP..

2013CI82
time 10

1/2

i:";;r~ ~/W~>ch~i:~~Z

Presbyle"an
Church..
of
Carbondale. Rewnoes & reference.
10 PO Box 8, Caobondole, IL62903
by7122/89.
7·21-B9
~368Cln
EMERGENCY
MEDICAL
TECHNICIANS lun and pori lime
positions, fonlos-tic ~r'unity to

I
I :r~rakniZ;~~. FI~xibf:t~:~O:if~
I port time ~si'ion. Quolificot~om.:
1

21 yean Of ~e or older, current
E_M., >alid do .. 8 d""e" lice",e

:~to:il :r;~~~Fe~~ ;u~~~~iru~

,":ame.;t<;~~;': :11 ~=~';i~ ;,~~ ~:k 1';:
J

I.M,R.S. recerliITcation training
provided. Storli~ ",Iori.., S~.96S6.96/hr., appllColions o<cepled

VlSJT!NG SIU PROffSSOR cnd hi,
~moU dog wi:Jt 10 ren' either an
cpl Of hOY .. lrom Aug I·Dec 31,

~91~8~aI13()9-688-9~~42BjI76

"

~~nuZ,}6, c!l~~~~ tJ'N

I

Univ"";ty, c:kndale, IL62901
7-26-89
~482C179
WANTED, DRIVHS PART-time,

[I~Q~·.~.~:i~§~.~iI~lt~I/~.j~a~,~§~,O~·~"'~II -v:T-

mu~ have own car and iru.uronce,
~Iy in person. Qualro) Pina

I

AIRUNES NOW HIRING. Flighl
Atiendolll~.
Trowel Agenh.
Me<bor,;c:!o, Cu~omer Service.

::~i'~,~~:,eC~ fiij1~5-t;7
0000 E.<I A-9501
9-25-89

5922C25

~~~7~E~~J2c~~Sd~u~~:

687-6000 hI. R-950: lor current

federal ~ ...

9·5·89
3.79C 12
AIRLINES NOW HIRING. Flighl
allendonh ,
Jravel
ogenb,

~:,~~~~~for~a~):~S~05~;rE~~~Y
level po';li""". CaW 805-687-6000
Ex1.A9501.
~9~5~89~______~3~

i

7
220 W. Fr"S9";'OC 177
AnN - HIRING GOVERNMENT
iob. in your area_ S 17 ,B40
S69,485_ Call 1-602-63B-8885
E.<I_ R1793_
8-22-89
6015C2
fAMILY SUPPORT UNIT/Program
Sp'«!cialis.f 10 ~v&lop/implemenl
rehab plcn. lor Ihe dients li-ing
independenUy in Ihe commun;ty.
A5$ist in moniloring pr09ram~1

:':!I::r:(5,o:,d~:~' i~ ~::~~:

reports. Boc~ground required,

=~f~~~a:~j~ s:rh:~~:~

field. Send r...,me 10 RAV_E_, inc.,
214 W. D""ie, Anna, IL 62906.
CuI oIf dale i. 8/2/89_ EOf.
8-2-89
5972C183

Positions for FalJ
(must have ACT on file)

WANTED RELIABLE TRUST·
WORTHY ambiliou. "udenl 10 da
lighl repair & manage houses in
:j9~;~~ for place 10 Ii,' •.
7·21-89
550lCl77
ASSEMBLERS NEEDED fOR
,""""",f wort mid-Au!!u.t. Mu .. be

~=d WaQ:Jeh'D~J~c:,i~~$d6 ~~}b~
~;~tl~ I.ller> 1 to P.O_

7-25-89
4274CI78
TUTOR WANTED: 506 Slalislic•.

~~;~goi"9rale.54~mli77

WANTED: BAkTENDER AT Ihe

~: ~aUr~~~32: Appear in

8-2-89
5947Cl83
BAB YSITTER/ HOUSEKEEPER
WANTED part time allemoono,
M-f_ Own Iran>_ 5.019-6784 alter
5:30 pm_
8-2-89
5549C183

;:~t';~~!X~~~~~a?o!
Infor",,,lion. 504-641-8003 exl.
9JJO_
7-19-89
.oI37OCl75
PERSON OR COUPLE 10 do port
time maintenance and port time
de.k work lor .mall molel in

exchongli! for aparlmeylu!
~:~~c~~ in ponen, 1
W.
7 -.6-89
4.79C179
DELIVERY PERSON NEEDED 'or
lunch hoUr>, I i.OO am- 1:00 pm,
other hours. tlvailabte, apply in
penon, Cultured Creams, tiw)'
5.51.
7-21-89
5574CI77
RESEARCHER I AND/OR II Phy.iology. Two Re>earcher
p?s.illom. ovailable in [?epartmenl
of Phy>ioioay', Scheol 01 Medici"",
Southern Tllinoi, Univer$ily al
Caobondole_ TheJi:,';lion may be a

~7u~'~a:ioC;:; t::d~j

individual_ Minimum ~alificolion:.
ror Researcher I i~ a bachelor's

degree in chemistry: or Hfe Kience
Minimum quoi,f;colion!o for
Re.worcher II is mosier's, degree in
.;nemislry or life !ocience wilh 0
minimum of two years of relaled
Joboratory experience. Qualified
incJi.,idualS are mked 10 .end ......
opp~calion. rewme and nomes of
lliree reFerence!!; no lorer than

~a~ ~;j:':,Dro!,~'!Tol
phy.iology, "hoal of Medicine,
Southern IUinois Univtlnity 01
Carbondale, Carbondale, 11
62901-6512. Slarl dale for
po.;tion i. Seplember I, 1989 or
unlil po.ition i. fiUed_ Soulhern
lI~nai. University aI Carbondale i.
"" Equ:>! Oppo.-:"nity/ Alfirmolive
JOdior. EmplO)'&I"_
l-i9-89
55A2C175

Classified Sales Representative
-spelling and typing (min_ 30 wpm) test given
-'toining begim. mid-A.ugust
-requires telemarketing skills
-flexible work blocks (4 hour blocks preferred)

Advertising Office Assistant
-1 position: noon-4:30
-duties include answering the phone,
scheduling adv€rtising, assisting walk-in
customers, caordina'ing work with sales rf:ps.
and dummying the newspaper

Advertising Dispatch Representative
-afternoon work block from noon-4pm required
-duties include delivering doily proofs to
advertisers
-cor necessary; will reimburse mileaQe
Sal~s Representativ~s
-juniors and seniors preferred
-afternoon work block helpful
-duties include selling advertising to new and
existing accounts and designing and
implementing advertising campaigns
-car helpful; will reimburse mi:eage

Advertising

Advertising Layout
-morning work block required. 15-20 hrs. per
week
.
-duties include laying out pages and doily
advertisements

Advertising Graphic Artists -"
-afternoon work block necessary
-knowledge of deadlines, typography, color
separation & screens helpful. STC commercial
graphics majors preferred, will consider other
related majors.

EUGIBlf lADY 60-65 to live in. For
IUl1her info.-molion call 529-3571.
7-20-89
4397CI76
COUNSELOR TO PROVIDE ..,."ic ..
10 ruoow<;r)' and oul of conlrol ~Ih
& their familie~. DtJlie~ include
coun~iog, :::os.e fnOnogemenl~ and
crisis. inlerveolion ~efVlce!.
Qualifications ore Q B.AI in a
humon service$ field and 2 )'U,
coun$eling experience with youth
Send re.ume. marked SOS
Counselor Position 10, Youlh

~~~:han'd::r:~~~~

Deadline (or app~calion' July 25,
1989_ EOE.
7-21-89
4415Cln
OPENINGS fOR LPN'S lull and
pc:rl ti:ne, evep.ings ~nd nights.
CNA'~ evenings, and COAl, all

~h~~iihAft~~!n t::.,n;, ~cg'~ngl

Co~ege, Energ~

IL

;E~1~ CARE An~ri!WsJ
reoders/nolela~en

wanled.

EARN 'JP TO $10 per hour or iu"
porche .. produel. fOr your...lf up 10
50',\', off. Avon, the number I

EARN MONEY READING Baahl
$30,000 yr. income poten!_ Detail"
(I) ao5-687-6000 fxI. Y-9501_
7-28-89
3963CI81
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040-

:~~~:n;;:n:il~uliln~;.I~~1

549-6176,687-4902,988·1326,
or 5.2-5915.
[>-2-89
4225(163

~g~:!1~ !;O~o.E~:riRg9;o"ill~!

currentled...of li"_
9-25-89
4172C25
EARN MONEY READING Baah!
$30,000 yr. income polential.
~~~i~. (I 1800-687-6000 ex!_ y-

VISUAL COMMUNICATION OR
Product Des-isn Vi~'in9 Lecturer,
term appoinlment, one yeor, hoU~
lime.
commensurale
with
qualificalion!o and e,xp'erience
Augu .. 16, 1989. QualIfication..
MFA ~ or equivalent in visuol
corllmuOication or product dmign.
Knowledgeable in aU areecb of

9-27-89
4234C27
MOTIVATED I~!DIVIDUALS AND
organizations needed 10 work on

campus,

repre~nlin9

fortune SOO

~n..._ Cortlad Kelly aI 549-52~.
7-19-89
4461CI75
MATURE MALE STUDENT, hee
room and board in exchange for
nighl dulielo 01 Good Samariton
HoUle. Apply, baoemenl 701 S.

:;e~re~: ~!~e f~~t:~r..e;c::~

preferred. Evider.ce of leryice 10
proleuion. Ability 10 demon.lrole
oral proficiency in English
language. Dulies: To leach two
courses. each s.eme$'er in visual
commun'colion Of product design

Marion_

8-30-89
5526C8
COORDINATOR fOR WEUNESS
Proaramming ISe. Educalion &

~~~r'MtdcMiSe:l ~lti~r9~

R.elerral appIicallOn. being laken 01
Di.abled Siuden! $e,."ice., Woody
Hall B-I50_ 453-57J8.
7-21-89
5513Cln

~.i'I~::i~;nt::,o~~~rnallli!i:

COORDINATOR fOR WEUNESS
Programming ISpecial Population.

~~i~l~cl..l~!io~~:a!:Ji
d~u~:~ to~~sO;.!~o:~ri~::

~i:~ ~";:."iIY/Allirmative

at Carbon;!ale. D""elop. aud
impiemenls wor-hhop:s., group

and compulor-booed :::r..calional
mat.riah; writes new!opop:81
arlid8l;
develo~.
meCiia

7-20-89

~~S:ur.lli:':~~:!::;

r~:,,"';::I~'ud:."ntd~'Ia:l!!~

African American:s.; Inlernational,
Re-Enlry, and Di.abled "udenl.;

R~~r!:~s,d:~~d~n~~nVr~I~~I~~i
~'lv~~,:::nPr!~~Q~~erp.r~:tdl!~

leoder~hip for AIDs education

pro9ram. Develop$. wrillen and
compuler-based educational
mQteriai~1

arlicle.,

wriJe~

and

newspaper
develops and

~h;~y"t:~!.l~:'

commuOIc.ation, wrilil"19, and gro""
locilitalion .kin •. Mosler's Degree in
health or human 5ervices. field
16quired, Minimum two yean'
experience in developing and
presenting worbhop. and worting
with .pecial .Iudenl populalion,_

~~~~~rl :~Jdl ~~:ie5~Ji:on"ai

cammilmenl 10 wellne.. phifo.aphy.
Send Jener of ~';cQlionl res.ume,
and nome. oddreu, and pktne
n.rober of l!vee 13) relerence> 10:
Special Popufalion. Search

~:::h~:~eijli::~ltu~i~e~rl;te;t

Carbondale, Carbondale, IIi,ooi.
62901. Applicalion. mu.1 be

;;:8~~1t:!u! ~k;/$t',g9~:

Southern Winoi. Uni.e"ily 01
Carbondale
i. an
Equal
CWorlunity En-.pIoyer.
7-26-89
5538-39C179

Circulation Drivers
needed for fall
(must have ACT on file)

applicalion, re~ume. and Ihree
(.urr-enl letten of recommendation

~~~!;'::. K~"To:,IO:;~r~~
~~;,J;;~~6~~~I;' ~t~z;

Univet>il)! aI Carbondale. PrcMde.
individual birth oantrol, pregnancy,

d:~~n:;I.r;!..n::'':'l~

heolih education, communicalian,
wriling, and group facilitation .kiD.
Master'$ Degree in health,
coun.eling, or human """ices field_
Minimum two ~n.' ~e in
... educalion and women'. heallh.

:~r!~~lt :~dl ~~:Tes~I.~OnnQ;
commitrnenl 10 well"....

phifo>ophy_

Send leiter col "P.PLCaiion, ' ..... me,
and name, addr ..., and phone
nurrCer 0I1h"", 131 refer""""" 10 :
Se.>t Educalion Search Commillee,
W •.Ine.. Center, Soulhem Jliinai.
Universily at
Carbondale.
Carbondule, IUinai> 62901_
App~coliom
be recei>ed by A

·f!!i~Z,.·:::~~:·~.l
I
WlTH
I
,

mu"

7·21-89
5917Eln
REStDENTIAL LANDSCAPI .... G.

SPEOAUZlNG in Iond.ccpe de.ign

University at Carbondale i" 00
Equal Oppc.ntmily~_
7-26-89
5536-37C179

7r:::~r~l;ol~~~ts ;~

-",nee. FranJ.,549-7180_
7-21-89

COORDINATOR fOR WElLNESS
Programming {Peer Health
AdvOcaIe
at the WeRne..

5916Eln

~IY~rt~ ra::r. I: .~1.

f'n?9romJ

~~~-::t~:~
~=t:'onl~~d:nat~~h~~

549-2090_
8-1-89
MA9EI82
PROffSSlONAI. PHOTOGRAPHER.
FOR hire_ Very high quality
p~",p!Jy 01 re""oiiabte rale..

health promotion allorl•. Teat .....
Heohh Advocat.. ba.ic Irainin9

§'~;tf€~i~

removed. free bids. inlured.
529-3457
7-20-89
4093E176
HANDYMAN
PICK-UP. WiD
5~~_ul, and onylhing 81.. _

7-20-89
4094E176
LANDSCAPE
HANDYMAN_
SPECIALIZING ,n mowing, Iree
rem('~ ... al.
mainlenance and
rllacemenl. wafoer sywem)~ and
~~-~S_ SIU a",hileclure--Terry

~i:;y/$~41~6_1 ~:,~nJli'::'

~~~;:t.~~~~OSI :d~~~~ioG:al

5519C176

~~~7ot549-2808-

lIe;;\·:;;
•.. •• •·.;;• · ·. .;. ; ;t1"H;:;S; :;ij; ;3P; ~ !;,·}i·i·;•'~·

~ !Ju~y:",:.l~ ~~~~!r~
health education, communicalion,

ring., "'c_ J and J Coin •• 821 S_
.~no;,_ .c57.-JI_
8-2-89
3985ft83
CASH fOR BROKE'" AC'._ will
~89c..u529-5290. 4221F2

C:ot~n"C"d.ri::",.:!;
_vi_ ~eqUirad_ Minimcm

twa ...~~'coI'

aJOIDI,~~,

.•~p~rori.~.I._'~

........

~~~

~:::;,..,:I~!:io~.Q~c;~~

WANTEDI TRANSfORTAJION fOR.
my mini.try_ Gi"" and il .hall be

mu.1 have .trong p ..nonal and
prolanianal commilmant 10

~_~you- Debbie 549~~i76
1 year, near SIU

HOURS: 2:00 A.M. - 6:00 A.M.
approximately 20
hours per week

WeIr
philosophy01
:I~:~~::":~J.;i:~~ ~:mb~;":r

GARAGE fOR

Advocale Sealch Commillee#

7-21 -89

Application Deadline:
Fri., July 21

~~;y/$1..1~6_1~~i!:~i!~.:.:

Pick up applications at the
Communications Bldg.
Rm 1259 Daily Egyptian

SenddleHer

c._!.o'_Ic~~},,!,"!!,>}_.denI_

OOCoi'N""1

Ihree (3) relerence. to: Health

well""" Coni..., Southern Ulinais

=·:J'Ce~!3~~i~
Uni>enily 01 Carbondale i, on

~;~niIyE~5Cl79

"""'"

vvv ~""''''''7q

5561 Fl77

[i·gW·I'WS#M&U;j·i
1

=.l~I!~~b;\!!~ ~

~ngorie

1
parly ilarge >election, up 10
17S')obeIQ... reIoi~_ 529-4517_
,...--:~~~~~:-.,
7-26-89
43120179
-

-

- -- -

. PREGNANT? I
Call BIRTHRIGHT

Free Pregnancy Tesung
ConfidentialAssiS1Bna!

549-2794

215W. Main

Honte Sweet Honte

Doesn't Always Have to be Crowdedl
Check out our newly built, spaclous

2 8t 3 Bedroom Apartments
-futurlng-

55AIEln

Washer/Dryer * Dishwasher * 2 tl2 Baths
** Microwave
. * Central Air &. Heat
* 2 Blocks from
Communlcadons Bldg.

TO:
My Sweet
Precious
(J. M.)
It's Been
a Great
5 months!
Let's Keep
Going!

fROM:
Your Sweet
• Predous
(M. J.)

Pick up applications at the
Communications Bldg. Rm 1259
Deadline: July 26, 1989.
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5 "Run lor
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10 8ye-bye
,,,,, It, feior1
15 - add
16 Fires

17 Cupid
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19 Ptnny
20 Aunle bulh
song
23 Help

24 QED won!

C::l43

46 Garbo
48 Poe fort_
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55
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ascetic
59 Aborigine ot
Jap.lln
&0 Gaze

61 Butter'. riYal
62 Shut loudly
63 Fernando or
Lorenzo
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machines
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O'Flaherty

65 lily ot opeta
66 II .... jLibillnl
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511

61

"

64

..•

L
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3 Pedestal

robins .. :
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4: -
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9

-
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Intent~e black
Cerebr.1
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Hoale.")' thread
50 Dell. of song
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".p

" Skater's
12 Mind
13 Thin Uan'.

doG
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21 Nothing

sa -
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", .. Ung: Ibbr.
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Soul
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Viewpoint

31 Din
32"- of

Instant

(quickly)

weapon

25
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28
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35 Pessing grlde
36 In a "ulndary
38 Panacan
39 fi,'I'laUng to

7 R.t on
8 Nail polish

TV
51 Moslem

"

.1 Apla n.illliwe

47

~50

63

28 Chum
30 Moon godd.....

Long lime
Energy .aurce
Luminous ring
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~i..]
38
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42 She'ttr
43 Vane elir.
44 EnL •
'5 Bumped Into
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31

1]48
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m.s
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By Berke Breathed
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[]211
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I
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8
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By Bill Watterson

It

15

c.

54 Explo..r
V.IoCO d .. 55 Mild oath
56 Hlp bonu
S1 Stock

exchlnge
membel'$hlp

58 Domicile

Puzzle answers are on page 19.

New playwrights to present
inventive, full-length works
By Carrie Pomeroy
SlaffWriler

THREE NEW playwrights
will present original full-length
plays a~ the Laboratory
Theatre in the Communications Building.
"Mother 6," written by
Patricia Sweet, will run July 24
and 31. Gretchen Smith's
"Currents" will be presented
July 25 and Aug. 1. On July 26
and Aug. 2, "Jerusalem" by
Frederik Norberg will be
performed. AU performances
will beginat8 p.m.
Admission is $3 for each
performance.

,

girl, is portrayed by Lynn
Guido. Other cast members
include Fern Chappell as a
black woman who doesn't want
to return to racial prejudice in
the United States, and Jean
Armstrong as Mother, Sonja's
alter ego. Leah Ellison, Steve
Farkas, and Joanne Givens
round out the cast.
Sweet said her play makes
stronr statements about
women and war.
"n's an examination of the
female psyche being thrust
into what was traditionally It
man's world," she said. She
added, "Women were mor", 4)n
an equal basis in war than in
any other situation I've ever

SWEET'S "MOTHER &"
depicts Sonja Hansen, a 4.2- . lJeenin."
year-old housewife reliving
her experiences as a 19-year"CURRENTS" BY Gretchen
old serving in Vietnam duting Smith changes the focus from
the Tet Offensive. A Vi..~m war on the battlefield to wars
veterans rap group is the of the t aart. Her play shows
cabdyst for Sonja to reach an five characters gathered for
understanding of the war's one weekend in the house of
impact or. her.
Terry, their. friend who
Sweet said the play is recently drowned.
directly based on episodes that
The play's initial conflict
happened while she herseH involves the group's efforts to
was stationed in Vietnam.
convince Terry's sister,
"(The play) was sort of a Meredith, to give up the house
purging.. .It's helped me deal to Luna, Terry's pregnant
with some things," Sweet said. girlfriend. F rom this conflict,
many other conflicts and
SWEET TRIED TO give the "currents" arise.
play a format which other
Smith focuses on many
Vietnam vets could identify different currents, from the
and also tried to evoke and obvious to the subtle. There
personalize the war for those are the ocean currents that
who did not experience it.
pulled Terry to his death.
She uses sound effects to try There also are "the currents of
to create the sensation of being attraction and repulsion. and
in a war zone.
how people are pulled together
"Sounds are a real trigger by their actions despite what
for vets ...The· sound oi a !My say and plan," Smith
helicopter can just put you pointed out.
right back there," Sweet said.
The playwright also played
SMITH SAID HER play is
freely with notions of time and
space to show the in- about the way relationships
lead
to change in people",
t'!rmingling of past, present,
"
and future in her main lives.
ct.aracter's psyche.
"Each person has their own
desires, and they necessarily
clash against the others," she
ANOTHER INNOVATION is said.
the use of the audience as the
Smith, who said that she ba:;
Vietnam veterans' rap group.
personally dealt with some of
Sonja, a naive midwestern the issues covered in the play,

hopes that the play has "funny
moments, and also some
moments where people will
feel some rueful recognitions
of something that's happened
to them."
The play's ensemble cast
includes Stephanie (;rist as
Meredith, Steve Farkas as
Michael, and Michele DiMaso
as Luna. Ramona Morris plays
Pandora, and arian Holtz
playsWes.
FINISHING OFF the series
of original plays is Frederik
Norberg's • Jerusalem." The
play, set in Paris after
France's liberation from the
Nazis, depicts the trial of
prostitute Solange Devereux
for aiding a German officer in
the rape and murder of a
young French girl Using this
subject, Norberg explores
themes of hypocrisy and
betrayal.
The pIay's plot was inspired
by actual historical events in
post-war France, said Norberg.
"There was a purging of all
the people who collaborated
with the Germans...a mass
witch bunt.I I said Norberg.
~.
NORBERG SAID THE play
emphasizes the theme of
hypocrisy.
"In the play, the French
attack the National Socialists
(Nazis) for being so incredibly
eruel, but they are blind to the
fact that they are being eruel
to their own," he said.
"Jerusalem," inspil-ed by
newsreel footage of a bound
French prostitute with a
swastika carved in her head
being spat upon, is a plea
:!gainst responding to barbarism and cruelty with more
barbarism and cruelty, said
Norberg.
The leading characters 'l~
Solange, played by Dawn Wall,
prosecuting attorney Louis
Jacque, portrayed by Kevin
RathuT,de, and Renard Antoine, played by J obn Weagly.
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$5" Cup-All You Can Drink House Drinks
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...------Rock-l\ -RoY With
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Doors Open 7pm - 7 Days A Week

760 E. Grand Ave.

457-2259

Back
-ToCaf!1PUS
Advertising Deadline
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Rose's bets were guided by emotion, report says
By Art Turgeon
Providence Journal

Pete Rose allegedly
recovered some of his.hefty
gambling los:;es with a
comeback durinf May and
June of 1987, but he apparently
fell victim to a ("ouple of old
saws, lOO:
-Thou shall bet with your
head, not with your heart.
-A little knowledge can be a
dangerous thing.
Based on a report by :.I
special baseball investigat'Jr,
the Cincinnati Reds' manager
allowed off-field feelings to
enter into his belting decisions
_
often seemed to bet the
Wy - he wished things would
turn oct, and perhaps not the
way he ttJought they would.

Sports Analysis
that was rained out, and
another notes that Rose won
$2,000 on a given day "on
Chicago," not specifying
whether it was the Cubs or the
White Sox.
NONETHELESS,
THE
breakdown, pieced together by
Dowd from the records of
former Rose confidant and betrunner Paul Janzsen and
bookmaker Ron Peters,
contains one strong message:
So much for inside information.
.
A good deal of Rose's lack of
success can be interpreted to
his almost paranoid refusal to
bet on certain teams, and his
insistence in wagering on
oth€:rs.
Until later in the period, for
instance, Rose almost never
bet that the two teams vying
witb the Reds for the N .L~t
leaa - the San FraiMSco
Giants and Houston Astros would win. And he almost
never bet for· tOO Montreal
Expos, the team he left in a
cloud of bitterness in 1984.
On the other side, Rose
generally bet that the inept
Philadelphia Phillies would
win ... and Rose always said he
enjoyed his five years playing
in Philadelphia. All those bets
presumably cost Rose a lot of
money because the Giants,
Abtros and atillies turned out
~ be three of the only four
teams in the majors on wh,.,....e
games Rose lost more than be
won. The other was the Atlanta
Braves.

MOREOVER, ACCORDING
to a breakdown of his alleged
wagers over a three-month
period in the report to the
commissioner's office by investigator John M. Dowd,
Rose - a ·'eareer National
Leaguer - was far more
successful betting on the
American League Uu..n either
on his league or his own team.
The report, covering betting
for most of the period from
April 8 through July 3, 1987,
indicates that Rose won approximately 1l. bets and lost
only 70 involving the American
League. But he went only 29-23
on acti(ln involving the team he
kuew best - the Reds - and
was 78-77 in National League
games not involving Cincinnati.
The won-lost figures could
vary slightly because of m;nor
inconsistencies
and-or
typographical errors ill the
report's betting detaiJs. For
TAKE THE PHILLIES. Of
aample, one entry appe-.1~ to hiS first eight bets of the year
state that Rose won on a game on them, seven were for them

to win. They won MtCe:!l'hen·he games during that period. H",
bet against them UJe next two ~upposeply didn't bet on his
times. And they won. He was guys in 11 games and there is
still a loser.
no indication in the report
Then there were the Giants. about the other three.
With them, aose was much
more obstinate. The first 11
San Francisco games he bet,
OF THE 11 times he didn't
he picked them to lose. They bet, five were on days in which
did lose five of those times, he is reported as having made
with one rainout. Then he bet other baseball bets. On one of
them to win the next three those days, June 24, he took the
times. And he lost all of those.
trouble to place 10 baseball
The Expos were worst of ail. Oets and 1I0t one wa.. on the
~e bet against the~ the first 15
Reds.
times, ~nd he lost nmeof those
The r:eason'? It was a day in
bets. ~~lly, o~ June 3, Ros~ Which the 'Reds were playing
grudgulgly declded.,to bet o"'his hated Giants and
them. How grudg~ngly,? He bet Gullickson w~ his pitcher. In
only $l,~, not h~ cust.elna:ry fact, of the l--iS Rose didn't
$2,,')0(). HIS frugality cost him bet on his own team,
because the Expos won then, Gullickson who finished the
too.
year at lO-it, was the probable
starter in four of them.
ROSE PICKED against the
The report contains little
Astros 14 of the 30 times he bet evidence, however, to support
their games and they cost him the suggestion by some, inby winning 10 of 14.
cluding Yankee owner George
Yet, Rose had some sue- Steinbrenner, that other
cesses as a baseball bettor, oettors might be helped by
even though maybe not quite knOWing which games Rose
Hall of Fame material. He didn't bet on his own team.
Fact is, if they had, they
picked against the San Diego
Padres a dozen times and they would've lost their shirts. In
lost 11 of the games. And he bet the 11 games he definitely
on the New York Mets 19 didn't bet on the Reds, they
times, and they won 12.
went 8--3. IT vou add the three
In the American League, otbers that lie probably 1idn't,
Rose loved the Toronto Blue they went 11-3.

~~ili~~~:rul:~

that he never bet against. He
bet for them 26 times and they
g~e him 17 victories. He also
w~tl5-6 favorir.g the New
York Yankees and 5-4 picking
them to lose, a commeIKbole
20-10 overall mark.
In going 29-23 while betting
on his own team, Rose showed
no apparent trend, other than,
perhaps, that he wasn't crazy
about right-hander Bill
Gullickson. The Reds played 66

TYSON, from Page 20--'-'- - - fighting and Aaron is a great relinguished fight-making
conditioner."
powers to promoter Don King.
ike
'" SnoweD and Bri~.were
narsbly criticized after the ·!'d nr;:rs~ K~~!:in~h~
Bruno bout because Tyson respects. 1 know he doesn't
ignored his boxing skills to try respect those two guys who
to muscle his bigger tramed him for his lastfight."
challengers. Among the more
Torres, who was guided to
vocal critics were Cayton and the light heavyweight world
former Tyson pal Jose Torres, championship by D' Amato in
who was outcast from the the early 19605, said be fears
champion's camp after his Tyson's new trainers could be
biography "Fire and Fear," his downfall as a boxer.
was recently published.
"I fear someone, maybe
"I think Mike should hire Cerl Williams, will hurt Tyson
and
when Tyson comes back to
Kevin Rooney back," said
CaytolJ, who remains Tyson's
manager of record but has

~.;s corner and bali no
guidance, he will be c0nfused," Torres said. "And
::k:ic!u~rpens, be ca~ get

Tyson, 36-0 with 32
knockouts, brands Torres a
traitor for what be has written
and says about him.
He also accepts that
Williams, a 12 1-2 to 1 underdog, will be the sentimental
favorite Friday night at the
Convention Center.
"Everybody always roots
for the underdog," Tyson says.

.

IF THE

GIANTS-Astros-

Cubs troika wa:s Rose's betting
bane, he had some indi ~'idual

~ae:' ~~~1!'s m~tth~~~r~:

nonoescript hurler Scott
Bankhead. The luckless Rose
bet against Seattle in six
games in which Bankhead was
the probable starter, and lost
five of his bets - including a
May 11 shocker in which
Bankhead outpitched Roger
Clemens in Fenway Park.
But there were others.
Kansas City's Charlie
Leibrandt yes, former
Cincirinati Red Charlie
Leibrandt - was the hurler in
seven games bet by Rose. It
didn't matter if Rose bet for
Leibrandt (four games) or
against him <three), he still
ended up losing six of seven
bets.
THE REPORT ALSO added
a notable twist to something
that happened at the end of
1987. If handicapper Pete Rose
was at his wits' end with
Gullickson, he found a remedy
in November, trading him,
straight up, to the Yankees for
Dennis Rasmussen.
COincidentally, the Yankees
had won four of their five
games on which Rose had bet
with Rasmussen starting early
in the year.
Scripps Howard News Service

Wed. 1/2 Price Drafts and MIxed Drinks
No COver
Tburs. Beer and Schnapps Specials
Amateur Night (Bl-weekly)
.~ Pool ToumamentItWeekIy}.~;
Cash PrIzes
No Cover
frl.
Beer and Speedralls Cover $1
Specials 8-10
Sat. Drink Specials
~ver$2

Sun.

Show Night .

~

Drink Specials

Hottest Dance Music In Carbondale!

i-.,~" ,J\}\ttft.ift

FOOTBALL FUND RAISER
will be beld at 7 p.m. July 29 at
Tr.e Oz nightclub in Sauget.
Admission is $25 with proceeds
going to the SIU Foundation
for football recruiting and
equipment. Ticket requests
can be s . ~nt to: the SIU--C
Football Office in Lingle Hall
at the Arena. For details, call
45J-jJ31 or 274-2990.
SOCCER TRY OUTS for the
Carbondale U-14 Soccer Club
will be held for boys born in
1976 or 1977. Scheduling will
avoid conflicts for play in
recreational leagues. For
details, contact Faye Marcum
at 457-4863.
HUNTERS WHO were unsuccessful in the intial 1989
allocation of Controlled
Hunting Area permits for dove
hunting may re·apply July 31
to the Deparl.:1.ent of ConservatIOn for unclaimed
permits. "'or details, call the
DOC at 217·524-6514.
P. g~ 18. Daily !<.'gyvtian. July 19. 1989

., Gft'RD€NS
3.95
Lunch Buffet
11:00 - 3:00

Tues & Thurs
All Day Buffet
11:00 - 9:10

* Buffet
Available
forCany Out
529-2813

1901 Murdale Shopping Centel
Free delivery within 5 miles on orders more than $1()!12
Ius free fruit, (deliver $lllQ on order under $lOW)

KftJiftLft Fft~T rooD
802 S. Illinois '529-3388

Eggrolls-8oe everydal

Cbeck out our great combo

8

Mufflers

Brakes

93* $
·fIIs Many DOIM8IIc car.
·1 Year NatIonwIde Warmlty
• PIpea, CIIurp & Hangtora Extra

95*
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..... ay.a.m
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.1dnL

'

OIlers ValidThroughlWOl8II

• ASK ABOUT OUR NA TlONWIDE UFETllfE WARRANTY

CAFIBONDALE

~~!;':'~~fr::!::!ad). . . . . . . . . . . 457-3527
I::i
CopyrIgItt._,"
OPEN MON.-8AT.' AM TO 8 PM
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Kareem Abdul-Jabber to play in exhibition tour
LOS ANGELES (UPI) Contrary to what you may
-think, Kareem AbdW-Jabbar
has not retired from basketball.
Abdul-Jabbar, 42, left the
Los Angeles Lakers last month
after 20 seasons in the NBA,
but now he's f"~ to take a team
of Americar.:., overseas for a

four-game series against the
Australian and Taiwanesenational teams. The tour takes
place next week.
Artis Gilmore, Bob McAdoo,
George Gervin, Otis Birdsoog,
Kyle Macy, Johnny Moore,
Ennis Whatley, Marques
Johnson and Norris Coleman
are amoog those who will play

with Abdul-Jabbar on "The
TravelingDaedals."
Daedalus was a Greek
mythological figure who
created wax wil~ so he and
his SOD could escape imprisonment. "It means we are
going to be inventive and
resourceful ~, I hope,"

Abdul-Jabbar said.
The Australian team, which
finished fourth in the Seoul
OlympiCS last summer, will be
led by Andrew Gaze, who
sparked Seton Hall to the 1986
NCAA championsmll game,
p.ad Luc Longley, a center
from the University of New
Mexico.

The series is scheduled to
begin Moodayat Flinders

Park Sports Arena in
Melbourne and continue July
26 in Sydney and July 28 in

Blisbane- that exhibition will
be nationally televised in
Australia. The tour concludes
July 3G in Taipei against the
Taiwanese squad.

Slaney withdraws from meet
EUGENE, Ore. (UPI) Injury-plagued nmner Mary
Slaney bas withdrawn from a
New Yark City track meet next
Saturday due to recurring pain
in her left Achilles' tendon but
} :a~~ possible surgery

pereent1 training and even adhesion sticking to the tenthinking of racing."

Slaney, who turns 31 on Aug.
4, bas had surgery on her
Achilles' tendons four times

over the past decade - the
right tendon in 1986 and 'trl and
the left one in 1980 and again
Slaney was scheduled for an last month. She was to have
operation Tuesday in the office run in the mile at the New
of Dr. Stan James 1.0 repair the York State Games at Columbia
sheath around the tendon. But University.
after a 3 II .nile run and a
"There's nothing wrong with
meeting Mundcty with James, the tendon - at If'.ast, that's
it was decided to wait a week.
what the prognosis is so far."
"The Achilles felt better Slaneysaui.
than it had for a while on my
If surgery is performed next
run, so we decided, what's one week, she said, James will
more week?" Slaney said. "If "cut the sheath out where
we do surgery, it will be three there seems to be an inmonths before I'm back to 100 flammation and a little

don. That's what was done six
weeks ago, but it seems
another small adhesion has
formed."
Slaney finished a disappointing eighth in the 1,500 and
. lOth in the 3,000 at the 1988
Olympics in Secul. But she ran
well during the 1989 indoor
season, setting .:\0 American
record in the 1,000 at the US
West-KOIN Indoor at Portland
in January. Her left Achilles'
tendon began acting up a short
time later.
The only race Slaney bas run
since the indoor season was the
L'eggs Mini-Marathon June 24
in New York, finishing l03rd
among the women.
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"Big Dawgs" eat the

Colleges cheerting NFL betting ~

Rougb legISlative esttma~
are ~1. oregon an~ C;>SU will
receive about $3~llion ea.ch
from the sports game, WIth
Portland State, W.... tern
Oregon, SoutherI' Oregon,
Eastern Oregon .~ Oregon
Tech each recelVlng lesser
amounts.
"\.Ve've ~n hopeful of
get~ some.kind of state heIr,
an!i, {mally, It has happened,
~ld La~ ~llers, sports
informaticm ~ec:tor .at Por-

¥'be lottery panel, meeting in
Salem Monday. unanimously
aDproved plans to start taking
bets 00 NFL games when til!!
regular season begins Sept. 10,
despite the league's objections
and threats of legal action.

great shot: 10 ~e an;n for~..
The legISlative bill S~led
that the money be divided
equally between men's and
women's ~ports and that 70
pereent of It go to noo-revenue
~. The exact breakdown

Un rovements."

.

J..ottery Director Jim Davey
said the "Sports Action" game
is expected to raise $4 million
to $9 million a year, most of
which will go to sports
programs at Oregon's seven
public colleges and univer-

~'This. Is cruclaJ to us fa
remaining in the Pacific-lO

Conference," Davis said.
University of Oregon sports
informati.on director Steve
Hellyer said . UO Athletic
Director Bill Byrne was on
vacation, but added, "I know

=.~, delight

this will bring
"To add $3 million to our $10
millicn budget is a giant
boost," Hellyer said. "It will
give us a chance to bring our
programs up to full fund.iJut
and, down the road, it could

"BIG ONE"

lead to the re~torationof SC?~e
sportswehaye~dtodr~.

CORVALLIS, Ore. (UPI) sities.
An Oregon State University
The Oregon Legislatu~e
official calls the state Lottery previously approved a bill
Commission's decision to offer calling on the Lottery Coma pro football betting game mission to create a sports"the difference between life oriented game to generate
and death" for the school's money for college sports.
athletic programs.
Davis said the lottery funds
"It's that important to us," to OSU will ':all~ us to be
said Jack Davis, an associate more aggressive 10 our a~
athletic director "This will proacb, something that! feel IS
give us the chance to be un~nt." He afso pointed to
competitive in non-revenue the unportanct: ~ tb~ school
sports. It also will allow us to being competitive 10 nondo some things that need to be ~enuesports.
done in the way of capital

&land Sta~.

for only

$8.99
You get a Large, Cheezy, Deep-Pan or thin Crust
Pizza with 1 topping, 4 16oz. Bottles of Pepsi and
. __
FAS~ FREE DfllVERY.

l1li

'Tbis will ~, a

s~r:s!: :: ~ :~~
State Board of Higher
Education meeting.
'fhe lottery staff will reime
the game's rules and present
them to the commission in
AugustforfinalaDDroval

TOUR, from Page 2 0 - - - - - - Delgado, while picking up 13
seconds on a faltering Fignon
in the stage, which included
the clin::.b of the 7,748-foot
hoard mountain.
"I was struggling to stay
with. Delgado, who WetS
capable of attacking. He did
break free at the end at
I'Izoard, but I managed to
come back. On the downhills, I
recovered, and I was able to
accelerate when Mottet attacked."
M~ttet gained a mere second
in the overall standings, to 2: 16
off LeMond's pace. Delgado
equalled LeMond's time,
remaining in fourth place, at
2:48 Fignon held to second
place.

Amoog the day's losers:
Spaniard Marino Lejarreta,
fell back more than two
minutes to LeMond and
dropped from fifth to seventh
place, and American Andrew
Hampsten, also some two
minutes slower than LeMond
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to participate
• Cash prizes for
1st & 2nd place!

Vic Koenig Subaru
up to $3000
Rebates!!!

Dancers
every night
startmg at
l1pm
18 yr olds
welcome

Pool tables
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• No entry fee
• Everyone Welcome

at about 6,100 feet).
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Wednesday

Tuesday, who fell to lOth place
overall at9:35 behind.
Wednesday's 100-mile stage
from Briancon to)'Alpe d'Huez
includes at least three difficult

. 0 liE

Vic Koenig Subaru
1040 E. Main, Carbondale, IL.
Phone: 519· J 000 dr Hrs. ),,1 &. F S: lO-S:L';' S;li.9:0(,·5:00

\19?-547,'

T-W-TH
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Open

Highway 51

10am-4am
Sunday
Noon-4am

Three Miles
North of
DeSoto

NFL owners huddle on commissioner
SCHAUMBURG (UP!) The National Football League
owners, embroiled in an inhouse deba te over the selection
process to replace outgoing
Commissioner Pete Rozelle,
huddled in suburban Chicago
Tuesday.

The special owners meeting
was called months ago to
address the issue of a pro~ed
internationl'l
expansion

league, but all eyes focused on
the commissioner issue. A vote
on the matter could not be
taken, however, because seven
days' notice is required by
league rules.
Rozelle, who made his
surprising resignation &nnouncement last March,
presided ove- the meeting.
Also in atte.ldance· was Jim
Finks, president-general
manager and part-owner of the

New Orleans Saints, who was
expected to succeed Rozelle
until a dissident group of
relatively new owners bloCked
themoveata meeting July 6.

Finks ducked past reporters
and into the meeting room,
deflecting all questions on the
way. He was m town for the
last meeting, sitting and
waiting in a hotel suite, but the
selection never came.

The 11 dissident OW(,.:rs
huddled privately Monday
night on the eve of the meeting
a nd agreed to a Rozelle
compromise plan in which
three of them would join the
selection committee set up to
find 1il new commissioner.
Tabbed by the 11 to join the
selection committee were
Denver's Pat Bowlen, new
Dallas owner Jerry Jones and
Seattle's Ken Beltring.

A new selection process
reportedly could drag out
another vote until the fall.
The dissident owners
blocked Finks' selection at the
last meeting because they
were unhappy with the search
committee's process. The 11,
however, who abstained from
the first vote, said they were
not necessarily against hiring
Finks.

LeMond
still leader
in Tour

BRIANCON, France (uPD
- Tour de France leader Greg
LeMond held strong in his first
major test in the Alps
Tuesday, increasing his
margin to 53 _seconds over
Frenchman Laurent Fignon in
the overall standings.
LeMond placed fourth in the
lOS-mile, 16th stage of the tour
from Gap to Briancon, four
minu~, 51 seconds behind
breakaway stage winner
Pnscal Richard of Switzerland.
Richard was part of a group
that broke from the IJ8ck near
the start of the stage, and held
through two difficuit climbs to
win in 4:46:45. Second place
finisher Bruno Cornillet of
France was 2:34 behind, with
Frenchman Charles Mottet in
third, leading the P.,8ck, at4:50.
LeMond, a Californian who
rides for the Belgian-based
ADR team, maintained his
strategy of preventing hisclosest rivals from making a
major bl-ealtaway. He kept
pa~ __ witll SpllIliard _Pedro

Jerry Jones in heated battle
Above: SaIukI Jeny Jones, playing for the SOuthern
Region In the Prairie State Games held over tha
\'IIE!ekend In Champaign-Urbaila, takes control of the
ball, bowling ewer the IlIinI's Kenny Batta (33), who
was playing for the Blue-Gray Region.. Blue-Gray
beat Southern 127-113-

Right: Rick ShIpley, far left, and Jones,~, were
among SaUd basketball players participating In the
Prairie State Games. Jones Is going '4> tor a rebound
. against illinois State's SOnny Roberts (30), who
playing for the Btackhawk Region. Other SaUds In
the Games Included StertIng Mahan, woo ~ 101:
the North Soore Region, Kathy Kampwerth, Amy
Rakers and Dana Fitzpatrick.

See TOUR, Page 19

Tyson wants better performance against Williams
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.
(UP!) - While preparing for
Friday night's fight against
carl Williams, Mike ~on
stops just short of apologaing
for bis most recent
heavYweight tiUe defense. .
Tyson's flfth-round knockout
of Britain Frank Bruno in
February lasted longer than
moSt thought it would and
Tyson was even rocked by a
left book in the first round. The
champion was far less sharp
than in his 91-second knockout

of Michael Spinks in June 1988. much," he said_ "It's just that
"I hate making excuses, but people make a big thing, they
everybody has bad days and it make an event of it Despite all
was Ii bad day," Tyson said of the things that happened, I
the Bruno !_ight "I bad an made the best of it I still
eight-month layoff. I was knocked him out"
bappy, under tbe cirTyson, 23, opened training
cumstances. I was under a for Williams in much better
great deal of pressure."
. shape. He was 225 - eight
The circwnstan~. including pounds over his best fighting
problems in training. - Tyson weight - when be began
Said he ballooned to 276 pounds sparring in mid-June.
before the Bruno bout and he
He attributed his weight gain
bad a new training team.
for the Bruno bout to heavy
"That was part of it. but not drinking of Long Island ice

teas and Mexican beer.
Perhaps his divorce from
Robin Givens and split from
manager Bill cayton contributed to his drinking, but
Tyson says he is now .'frv.
"I don't drink at aIL,1 Tyson
said. "Drinking put weight on.
I haven't had a drink in eight
months."
Another apparent problem
for Tyson against -Bruno was
his change in trainers. The
champion fired Kevin Rooney
and replaced him MUl Aaron

Snowell and Jay Bright.
Snowell had worked with
former champions Tim
Witherspoon and Ricky
Parkey but Bright never
trained a pro boxer before. But
like Tyson and Rooney, he is a
protege of late trainer Cus
D'Amato.
"Changing -trainen; has
JD&de absolutely no difference
to me," Tyson said. "Jay has
been with me since I started
See TYSON, Page 18

Dodgers acquire Reds' ~ttter Rose, base~1I squ~tre off Thursday
lacked jurisdiction.,
CINCINNATI (SimS) The brief also safs Rose's
Attorneys (or Pete Rose and Rose's betting was
for pitcher in 4-player trade
fame in Cincinnati should not
Major League Baseball will
Daniels, 25, bothered by a
LOS ANGELES (UP!) The Los Angeles Dodgers, bone spur on his right knee
seeking SO'lle ofip.nse to that disabled him from May
salvage a disastrous season, 10 through June 20, was
acquired outfielder Kal hitting -only .218 with two
Daniels from the Cinci~ti - homers and nirie RBI in 44
Reds Tuesday in exchange games. Last season, though,
for right-hander Tim Leuy he was an All-Star, batting
.291 with 18 homers, 64 RBI
in a four-player trade.
The World Series and 'El stolen bases while
champions, last in the leading the leJigue in onmajors with a .235 batting base percentage.
average and first in the
"Kal Daniels is one of the
National League in runners
left on base, also obtained outstanding young hitters in
rookie infielder Lenny the game today," Dodgers
Harris frCtn the Reds. They Executive Vice President
shipped utilityman Mariano Fred Claire said. "We feel Duncan to Cincinna ti to he will make a significant
contribution to our team."
complete the swap.
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square off in federal court
ThiH'Sday.
.
U.S. District Judge John D.
Holschuh Monday schedulf,!d
_oral arg'lments for Thursday
afternoon in his Columbus
courtroom over whether a suit
by ·Rose seeking to bar
baseball Commissioner A.
B8l't1eU Giamatti from holding
a hearing on gambling
allegations against. the Rerls
manager should be heard in
federal or state court.
A spokesman for Holschuh
said Tuesday lawyers for
baseball and Rose each will be
given 30 to 45 minutes for oral
arguments. There was no
indication when HoIschuh may
rule.

...

guided by emotion

-Page 18
Baseball lawyers, in a brief
filed with Holschuh last
Wednesday, said the case
should be moved to federal
court because the Reds and
Major League Baseball are
included as defendants. Under
a legal principle known as
diversity o(citizenship, sllch a
'nove can be permitted when
r::~~}~~~~~~~ suit are
However, Rose lawyer
Robert Staebler said in a b,'ief
filed Monday that because
baseball and the Reds were
"Ohio citizens for diversity
purposes," the .federal court

be used as a reason to have his
suit, which was filed in
Hamilton County Common
Pleas Court, heard in federal
court.
Baseball lawyers contend
Rose wants tc keep his lawsuit
against Giamatti, Major
League Baseball and the Reds
at home and use his local
popularity to influence the
outcome.
Rose's lawsuit asks that a
judge or jury - rather than
Giamatti - decid~ whether
Rose is guilty of baseball
gambling.
If baseball officials det<!\'mine that Rose has bet on the
Reds, he could be barred from
the game for life.

